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COMlbIUNITIES AND REGIMES:

THE CSCE / OSCE AND THE FUTURE O F
EUROPEAN SECURITY
by Robert 1. N. Dick

The thesis employs Deutsch's theory of security communities and regime dieop

in order to contribute to an understanding of the role of the OSCE in the European
security architecture. It is found that while much of the language used to describe the
institutionalisation and role of the OSCE is that of regime theory, Deutsch's theory of
security communities, and especially the conditions which contribute to the formation of
a secuity community, provides an understanding of the idedism which drives the OSCE

and thus of the role which it p l a y in contnbuting to "soft" security in Europe.
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Introduction
In the field of international relations, and particularly in the area of security,
Europe has always occupied a priviieged position. This is in no small part due to the fact
that the study of international relations has its origins in the two World Wars, conflicts
which despite their narnes were really European codicts, at least at their outset.
Moreover, the field developed and matured in an era in which global politics were
dominated by the East-West divide known for better or worse as the cold war. It is, then,
hardly surprising that international relations literature has tended to be, and still is largely,
driven in its development by events in Europe and by international relations among
European powers.' Meed, it is significant that literature in the field has been dominated
by European and North American scholars.

The somewhat narrower focus of this thesis, sec*

studies, has been similarly

influenced. International relations theories, especially those pertaining to security, have
more often than not been developed as a result of either ernpiricai observation of events
and relations in Europe, or out of a desire to control or manage events and relations in

Europe. It is telling that the "great debates" within international relations theory, most
notably the traditionalist-behaviodist debate of the 1960s,and possibly the so-called

1

It should be noted here that "Europe" is employed in accordance with the CSCE dermition. That
is to Say, Europe is considered to extend fkom "Vancouver to Vladivostock." Canada and the United
States, as well as Russia (and the Soviet Union if the appropriate period is king referenced) are therefore
encompassed by this dehition.

realist-idealist debate of the1930s could, with only slight generalisation, be described as
European-Amencan debates.

Typicaiiy, it has b e n the institutions which have been created in Europe to
manage international relations in that region which have served as the focus of discussion
and debate in international relations and security literature. The North Atlantic Treaty

Organisation (NATO),the Warsaw Pact, and the European Union (EU) have al1 been the
subjects of intensive study and the sources of elaborate theorising. Each entity has its
own legion of devoted scholarly followers. Many important theories of international

relations and security studies, including integration theory, functionalism, neofunctionalism, interdependence theory, and regime theory have drawn heavily upon the
study of relations among European states, as well as upon the development, evolution and
interactions of the aforementioned organisations.

In view of the pre-eminent role played by Europe and its institutions in the fields
of international relations and security studies, it is interesting to observe the paucity of
literature and analysis devoted to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE), which came into being August 1,1975 and which has been known since
January 1, 1995 as the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).

The CSCE / OSCE has generated neither the sarne interest nor the same level of study,
analysis and theorising as have NATO, the Warsaw Pact and the EU. Thus no theories
have evolved which, by design, are tailored towards explainhg and understanding the

OSCE.

This is not to Say, however, that theories have not and cannot be applied towards
understanding the role and fùnction of the CSCE in European security. Indeed, this thesis
does precisely that. While it is highly improbable that participating states let their action

be governed by any specific theory, there is some evidence, primarily within CSCE
documents, that first integration theory and, more recently, regime theory, have had an
influence in the development and evolution of the Organisation. No attempt will be made
here to detennine whether this influence was intentional or otherwise, nor even
conclusively to demonstrate its existence. Rather, this thesis seeks to make a modest
contribution to the study of the OSCE by demonstratbg that although the structure and
role of the Organisation do not completely fit the models offered by integration theory
and regime theory, aspects of these theories, and in some instances their more recently
developed successon, can help us better to understand the new OSCE and its role in the
modem European security architecture.

The first chapter of the thesis develops the theoretical h e w o r k for the
subsequent analysis of the CSCE. The particular theory of integration which is employed
is that of Karl Deutsch, who studied the conditions of integration in the 1950s and 1960s,
and who developed the concept of the p l d i s t i c security community described in
Political Communitv and the North Atlantic Area. Deutsch sought to work backwards,

examining relations among states for whom war with each other had corne to be thought
of as impossible in order to identify the specific conditions which had led to the existence
of this pacific CO-existencewhich he labelled a security community. The aim of his study

was to leam the conditions in order to replicate them, thereby creating a mode1 under

which security communities could be established and war abolished.

Deutsch's integration theory, or fùnctionalist theory, essentially argues that if two
or more States can collaborate in economic, social and other functions to the point where
some integration of those functions occurs, and then that integration "spills-over" into
other functional areas, the conditions necessary for the formation of a security community

witl begin to manifest themselves. Because Kad Deutsch's writings were concerned
specifically with the North Atlantic area, and because he is one of the most influentid
authors on the subject of integration, his theory wiii be most heavily relied upon here.

Deutsch is not alone in his explorations of these subject areas, however. Othea,
especially more recently, have written in the same vein or have elaborated upon
Deutsch's ideas. The neo-functionalist work of Ernst B. Haas, fkom The Unitina of
Europe in 1958 to "International Integration: The European and the Universal Process" in
International Organization. Vol XV.No. 4 in 1961 is very similar to Deutsch's, but
focuses more on the "accommodations" that must occur in the negotiation of international
conflict among the political elites in order for there to be a "revolution of interests on
both sides."'

As Paul Viotti and Mark Kauppi put it, Haas "directed his efforts not

Ernst B. Haas. "International Lntegration: The European and the Universal Pmcess" in
International Political Communities - An A n t h o l o ~ .New York: Anchor Books, 1966. P. 94-97.

toward understanding confIict among states faced with a security dilemma but toward
understanding how states achieve coilaborative behavior.'"

By 1975, when he writes The Obsolescence of Regional Integration Theorv, Haas
had rnodified bis position. According to this text, the international security game has
changed to interdependence, but Haas is careful to note that interdependence can still
"profit fiom incorporation of aspects of the theory of regional integrati~n.~"
The theory
of integration, Haas writes, has "a tendency not to predict very accurately the events
which corne about," and to be "least applicable" in the "empirical setting of Western

Europe" in which it was developed.' In short, Haas concludes that "the familiar regional
integration theories are obsolete in Western Europe and obsolescent -thou@ still usefûi -

in the rest of the world.'*

Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, authors of Power and Interdependence, are two
of the prirnary advocates of the concept of interdependence, which is very closely Iuiked
with theones of integration and of regimes and regime change. According to Keohane
and Nye, "here

there are reciprocal (aithough not necessarily symmetrical) costly effects

of transactions, there is interdependence."' Interdependence relies on the notion of

3

Mark Kauppi and Paul Viotti. International Relations Theow. Realism. Pluralism. Gloablism.
Second Edition. New York and Toronto: MacMillan Publishing Company, 1993. P. 242.
4
Ernst B. Haas. The Obsolescence of Renional intewtion Theory. California: Institute of
International Studies, 1975. P. 1 .
5
Ibid, p. 1.
6
Ibid p. I
7
Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye. Power and Interdependence. P. 9.

mutual dependence, and under this theory States may be perceived to be both vulnerable
and sensitive to one another's interests. It may seem fiom this that there is very little
difference between integration and interdependence. Haas addresses this issue weli:
Dserences becorne very apparent, however, when we talk
of 'policy interdependence' and 'policy integration' ...
Policy interdependence ... is concerned with activities and
events which can be described as economic and social.
Politicai interdependence is a condition - both physicai and
perceptual- under which governments are so sensitive and
vulnerable to what their partners may or may not do that
unilateral action becomes unwise and dangerous to their
survivai. .... The notion of 'integration,' however, refers
to institutionalized procedures devised bv rrovernments for
co~ing,
with the condition of interdemndence.. . ....
Regional integration theory, therefore, can be properly seen
as a component of a larger analytic fiamework, dealing
with a special case within the overall schemem8
Another important distinction to be made is that integration theory, and not just policy, is
primarily concerned with security. The aim of Deutsch's study is to leam how to make
war obsolete. Theories of interdependence, in contrast, manifest a "decided absence of

hierarchy among issues such that socioeconomic issues may be as or more important than
security issues," and, "when such complex interdependence exists, miiitary force tends to
have less utility in the resolution of conflicts.'"

The idea of interdependence also hinges on the notion of regimes which was
described first by Krasner and later by many others, although rnaidy by Robert Jervis,
albeit inadequately, with relation to security. Keohane and Nye suggest that when
interdependence prevails, "govenunents regdate and control transnational and interstate

8

Haas.

The ObsoIescence of Regional Intemtion the or^. P. 88-89

relations" by "creating or accepting procedures, d e s , or institutions for certain kinds of
activity."1° They c d these "goveming arrangements" international regimes. The concept
of regimes will be more fidly described in the body of the thesis. It should be ooted that
although one naturally fdls into the language of regimes when discussing the OSCE, the
closer examination which the thesis attempts to provide shows that rather than suiting the
requirements of regime theory, the OSCE is better understood within the parameters of
Deutsch's ideas.

The thesis also relies on the notion of weak, partial, or incipient regimes, as the

conception is advanced by Nye and Buteux. Unlike the narrower conception of regimes
offered by Krasner and Jervis, according to which a regime m u t form by consensus in
response to a cornmon goal and typically a common approach to a problem, a weak,
partial or incipient regime is more loosely conceived of as being able to form around a

cornrnon aversion - to nuclear war or war in general, for instance - possibly even without
the necessity of explicit agreement on how to achieve the aversion.

The thesis goes on to trace the origins and development of the CSCE,and
subsequently the OSCE to deterrnine whether or to what extent the theoretical rnodels
apply and can be used to understand the role of the Organisation. The second chapter
describes the origins of the Helsinki Process, and traces the development of the CSCE up
to and including the Stockholm Conference in 1986 while beginning to appiy the analysis

Viotti and Kauppi. P. 244.

and hmework set forth in the fïrst chapter to the Conference. A case begins to emerge

that, at l e s t at one level, the laoguage, theory, and idealism of Deutsch are best employed
for understanding the role of the Conference, despite the fact that the OSCE member
states can clearly not be considered a security community.

The third chapter describes and analyses the significance of the institutionalisation
of the CSCE into the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Increasingly

in its descriptions of itself and in its own literature, the CSCE I OSCE describes itself as a
regime. Indeed, it is found that the Organisation takes on many "regime-like"
characteristics and that, appropriately, regime theory can be employed in a limited way to
explain certain aspects of its operation. Overall, however, it is argued here that the role
which the OSCE seeks to play, and which is demanded by its stated idealist aims and
manifested in many of its humanitarian activities, is more thoroughly understood by
Deutsch's idealist theory of security communities.

The CSCE / OSCE has a positive, somewhat idealist approach to security
problems whereby peace is based on collaboration and integration. Ultimately, the sarne
principles and ideals of lasting peace, the expectatïon of peacefhl change, common
values, mutual responsiveness, and mutual predictability which Deutsch mandates for
security communities underpin and guide the OSCE.

1O

Keohane and Nye. P.5

Finally, the role of the OSCE within the current European security architecture

will be examined, and conclusions will be drawn about the continueci utility of both
theories as they pertain to understanding the role of the OSCE, and about the continued

utility of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation itself.

Chapter 1
Security Communities and Security Regimes
1he a

m or tnrs chapter 1s twotold: hrst, to descnbe the theory ot the plura

tic

security community as laid down by Karl Deutsch; and second, to lay a foundation for
using this theory in subsequent chapters better to understand the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). To a lesser extent, the theory of security regimes
according to Stephen Krasner and Robert J e ~ will
s also be examined, since it, too, c m
contribute to a better understanding of the CSCE.

It is usefid to begin by delineating the boundaries for this undertaking. Both
theories are situated within larger bodies of theory which need not, and indeed cannot, be
considered here; in the first instance because they are not directly applicable due to the
narrow security focus of this thesis, and in the second due to the sheer amount of space
that would be required.

In the case of Karl Deutsch's work, this thesis will focus on his writings, done in
conjunction with others" under the auspices of the Princeton Project,I2 on the subject of

II

Sidney Burrell, Robert Kann, Maurice Lee Jr., Martin Lichterman, Raymond Luidgren, Franis
Loewenheim, Richard Van Wagenen.
I L A project undertaken by the Center for Research on World Political Institutions.

pluralistic security communities, as put forward in the 1957 publication? Political
Cornrnunitv and the North Atlantic Area.

Deutsch has been described as a pioneer in integration studies13and has written
extensively on the subject His work is ofien divided h t o two categones: methodology
and theory. Arend Lijphart, in an article entitIed, "Karl W. Deutsch and the New

Paradigm in International Relations" says the following of his contribution to the
discipline of international relations:

Deutsch's role as a methodological innovator in
international relations and, more generally, in political
science has, of course, been widely recognized. .... Less
recognition has been given.. . to Deutsch's intellectual
leadership in the major theoretical [italics in original]
reorientation in the discipline of international relations.. .14
Donald Puchala goes M e r , stating that "it is unfortunate that for many years Karl
Deutsch the methodologist was confused by critics with Karl Deutsch the theorist.""
This thesis is concemed with Karl Deutsch the theorist.

Deusch's methodological writhgs were known for being quantitative, which is
not surprising given the "prevailing social 'scientism' of the 1950s and 196O~."'~
In his
methodological work, examples of integration were studied exhaustively in an attempt to

l3 Puchala, Donald J. "Integration Theory and the Study o f International Relations," in From
National Development to Global Communitv. Ed. Richard L. Merritt and Bruce M. Russen. P. 145.
14
In From National Development to Global Communitv. Ed. Richard L. Memtt and Bruce M.
Russen. P.233.
t5
Puchala, p. 150.
l6 Puchala, p. 145.

anive at a means of measuring the degree of integration within, between, or arnong states.
For exarnple, one source of data to be considered in determining how well an area is
integrated is the volume of mail sent domesticaüy vernis internationally." This
methodological shidy results in two conclusions, both of which contribute toward an
exphnation of the theoretical approach being taken in this thesis.

F k t , one of the general hdings elaborated in Political Comrnunity and the
North Atlantic Area is the idea of "thresholds of integration."lg According to this finding,
integration is not an "ail-or-none process, andogous to the crossing of a narrow
threshold," which is what the authors had originaily expected in devising their
method~logy.~~
Rather, it was discovered that "integration may involve a fairly broad
zone of transition."20 The midy, employing the social science methodology of the penod,
intended to subject areas king evaluated to both subjective and objective tests. The
former took into consideration the opinions of political decision-makes and elites", and
the latter recorded "opinions by the measurement of the tangible commitments and the
allocation of resources with which people backed them.. ."" This analysis resulted in the
conclusion that integration is a broad concept, and that various states or groups of states
cm be integrated to d i f f e ~ gdegrees. This is of direct concem to the examination of the
area covered by the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, because the

"
l8
19

O'

Karl Deutsch er d.Political Cornmuni*, and the North Atlantic Area. P. 130.
Deutsch et rrL-P. 3 1-35
Ibid, p. 3 1
Ibid, p.33
What Deutsch et al cal1 the "politically relevant sfrata." P.3 1

conclusion to which Deutsch et al were led regarding the state of integration in the North
Atlantic Area continues to be tme today both in that area, and in the CSCE area fiom
Vancouver to Vladivostock: "..htegration has by now reached different levels in
different parts of the area, and ...we cannot in this study explore the situation in these
subregions at al1 th~roughly."~

M e n Deutsch was writing, for instance, he argued that Canada and the United
States and Norway and Sweden had a very high level of integration (and were pluralistic
security cornmtmities), but that other states within the North Atlantic area were not as

highly integrated if at dl. Now, one codd make a strong case for the view that the
sixteen North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) states form a pluralistic security
community, yet there are different levels of integration among them as rnanifested in the
different ways in which Canada and the United States behave towards one another
compared to Greece and Turkey. When al1 of the corntries of the former Warsaw Pact
are thrown into the mix, it is evident that there are numerous different levels of
integration among the states of the CSCE area, and certainly dl the permutations and
combinations of relationships among these states cannot be examined here to deterrnïne
levels of integration. Deutsch's conclusion makes the task at hand both more simple and
more difficult. On the one hand, it makes the 'target' of integration easier to 'hit'; on the
other hand, it makes it more difficult to disceni the boundaries of the target. In other
words, because identifiing integrated states is not "black and white," but rather is

somewhat ambiguous, it is easier to put fonvard the case that two or more communities
display a degree (or level) of integration. It is also, however, more difficult to discern the
"bouudaries" of integration, that is, to pin-point a time when the communities can be
considered to be integrated, or to isolate a 'Yrigger" to integration.

The second conclusion which affects this undertaking is not arrived at by Deutsch,
but rather by othen who observed the consequences of the methodological approach that
he ernployed. It is, quite simply, that the approach does not work. Degrees of
integration, or even whether or not integration is present in a given territory or area,
cannot be determined quantitatively. As Donald Puchala writes, "...the metrics that
wouid permit accurate assessment of degrees of amalgarnation and integration could not
be devised. Operationalization proved in~uperable."~'Integration can neither h i l y nor

adequately be measured, nor placed on any meaningful scale.

The implication of this latter conclusion for the present study is that here the focus
will be on the theory which Deutsch advanced. Although that theory was formuiated in
part on the bais of Deutsch's attempts to quanti@ and measure integration, no such

attempts at measurernent will be made here.

23

Ibid., p. 121
"Integration Theory and the Study of International ReIations," in From National Develournent
to Global Community. Ed. Richard L. Memtt and Bruce M.Russett. P. 153.
24

This seems an appropriate place to note thaf as should be evident f?om the above
discussion, the work of Deutsch and his coileagues on integration is open to criticism. In
fact, the work has been extensively criticised, particularly on the basis of gaps and flaws

in the methodological approach. The vaiidity of many of these critiques does not detract
from this study however since Deutsch's methodological approach is not being
employed. Instead, Deutsch's theory of integration will be employed in an attempt to
understand the CSCE / OSCE and its role in European security. The fact that Deutsch's
methodology for measuring integration cannot be implemented feasibly does not
invaiidate the theories which he fonned,

It should be equally evident that there are critiques of Deutsch's theory, which
seeks to explain integration and the conditions of peace among states, just as there are
those who disagree with his liberal ideaiist philosophy which underpins his theory that
lasting peace, peacefd change, and the abolition of war are attainable in international
relations. Whether or not one agrees with the philosophy underpinning the theory, or
even with the theory itself as a proscription to action, the study of integration which
Deutsch puts forward can be used as an analytical tool to shed light on security
relationships arnong states in the area delineated by the membership of the Conference on
Secwity and Cooperation in Europe. As Haas might have it, an analysis c m still benefit
fiom the "incorporation of aspects of the theory of regional integrati~n."~

'
I Ernst Haas. The Obsolescence of Regional tntegiation Theorv. P. 1 Haas argues that ''the
familiar integration theories are obsoIete in Western Europe and obsolescent -though still useful- in the
rest of the worid." (ibiii) They would seem to be applicable in the more broadly defrned CSCE Europe.

The purpose of Deutsch's study in Political Community and the North Atlantic
Area is made clear in the very first sentence: "We undertook this inquiry as a contribution
-

to the study of possible ways in which men some day might abolish ~ a r . "The
~ ~authors
sought to study the "conditions and processes of long-range or permanent peace," and to
apply those findings with the airn of discovering how permanent peace couid be brought
about within the North Atlantic ~rea."

The North Atlantic area with which Deutsch et al were concerned is not as broad

as the area covered by the CSCE. Ln Political Community and the North Atlantic Area,
the area is said to include "al1 the countrïes bordering upon the North Atlantic Ocean of
the North Sea, dong with their immediate land-neighbors in Europe, except the Sovietdominated co~ntries."~~
The East-West struggle was to be avoided, and therefore the
authors chose to deal only with those countries which, broadly speaking, fell within the
same ideological bloc. Specifically, the following nineteen States were considered to fa11

within the North Atlantic area: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
West Germany,Iceland, Ireland, M y , Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

26

"

'

Deutsch et al., p. 3
Ibid,p. 3
Ibid, p. 10

In the chapters that follow, it is the CSCE area which will be examined. This area
includes al1 those states which Deutsch and his colleagues excluded because of ciiffiering

politicai ideologies and market systems. Specincally, Deutsch excluded the Soviet Union
and the states of eastem Europe on the basis that they were simply too different fiom the

democratic, fiee market states in western Europe, Canada and the United States. Since
the end of the cold war, however, this basis for exclusion is to Say the ieast tenuous.

These issues will be dealt with in p a t e r detail later.

The basis of Deutsch's study was the observation that very little effort has been
devoted towards explaining "how and why certain groups have permanentiy stopped
~ a r r i n g . " It
~~
is important to note that fiom the very beginning Deutsch avoids limiting

the discussion to states. Instead, he refers to "groups" and, as he becomes more specific,

In integration theories and functionalist literature, states do
"political c~mmunities."~~
not occupy a privileged position in the hierarchy of actoa on the international stage.
Political communities, Deutsch posits, c m be regarded as "social groups with a process
of political communication, some machinery for enforcement, and sorne popular habits of
cornpliance.""

It does now follow, however, that political communities can prevent war fkom
occurring within their area: the United States at the tirne of the Civil War was a political

29
30

Ibid, p. 4
Ibid, p. 4-5
[&id,
p. s

community and was unable to do ~ 0 . 'At
~ the tirne he was writing, Deutsch concluded
that the North Atlantic area was a political community, but not what he would term a
security community because it could not be said with certainty that there would be lastuig
peace within the a r a " It was those politicai communities which had managed to ensure
lasting or permanent peace within their area that were the object of Deutsch's snidy, and
he called them peaceful political communities or. more comrnonly, security communities.

The notion of "lasting" or "pemanent" peace introduces the troublesome question
of t h e - h u n e s and conaibutes to the ambiguity already discussed in deteminhg levels
of integration and even the presence of integration. For how long must there have been
peace among communities before they become eligible for consideration as integrated
comrnunities? And for how long into the future must there be the expectation of peace
and peacefid change in order for a security community to be said to exist? Since no one

can ever Say with certainty that there will be lasting peace, one is limited to examinuig
conditions and making a judgement about whether there is a reasonable expectation of
peaceful change based on the manner in which the communities involved interact with
one another in situations of conflict.

As Deutsch notes, the use of the term "security community" starts a whole chain

of definitions, and it seems most expedient simply to quote at length here to explain:

A SECURITY COMMUNITY is a group of people which

has become 'integrated.'

By INTEGRATION we mean the attainment, within a
temtory, of a 'sense of community' and of institutions and
practices strong enough and widespread enough to assure,
for a 'long' t h e , dependable expectations of 'peaceful
change' among its populations.

By SENSE OF COMMUNITY we mean a belief on the
part of individuds in a group that they have corne to
agreement on at least this one point: that common social
problems must and c m be resolved by a process of
'peaceful change.'
By PEACEFUL CHANGE we mean the resolution of
social problems, nonnally by institutionalized procedures,
without resort to large scale physical force.
A sectuity comunity, therefore, is one in which there is
real assurance that the members of that community will not

fight each other physically, but will settie their disputes in
some other way?
In areas where a secuit-community exists, the United States and Canada or Norway and
Sweden, for example, not only is there an expectation that conflicts will be resolved
without resort to violence, but also that members of the security community will not even
raise the alternative of military force or the threat of rnilitary force." In short, because of
the responsiveness and sense of community (or "we-feeling") m o n g the groups, the

sa Qid, p. 5
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military option is given up, and the "basic reaiist assumptions about power, military
capabilities and security in interstate relations" no longer hold?

Deutsch's use of the term "integratiod' can at times be problernatic because it is
easily confused with the more general theoies of integration put forward by others in
which the term is most fkquentiy used to mean the union of states or groups. For
Deutsch, integration does not necessarily mean union of peoples, states or governments.

Instead, he refers to two types of security communities: amalgamated and pluraiistic.

An amalgamated security community exists where two formerly independent

units form into a single larger unit, typically with a cornmon government regulating both

intemal and e x t e r d relations-37The modem United States is an example of an
amalgamated security community. In contrast, states in a pluralistic security cornmunity
such as Canada and the United States retain their sovereignty and legal independence.
There are, in Deutsch's words, "two supreme decision-making centers."" Groups in a
pluralistic security community can be at various stages of the WeshoId of integration,"
but they share at a minimum the expectation that change will occur peacefully, and that
conflicts arnong them will be resolved without resort to the threat or actual use of force.

p. 2 1 1; Lijphart 233-25 1; Puchala 145-164
Deutsch er al,p. 6;Puchala, 152
Deutsch er al,p. 6
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In Deutsch's usage, "the crossing of this threshold, and with it the establishment of a
security community" is called integrati~n.'~

What, then, is the relationship between these two forms of security community,
pluralistic and amalgarnateà, or, put another way, between integration and unification?

The relationship cannot be considered to be causal," for if it were, two groups such as the
United States and the United Kingdom, which Deutsch considen to be in a pluralistic
sec-

community, wouid resist, since neither likely wants to proceed towards

unification. If integration inevitably led to unification, then it is unlikely that the former
would often occur. Deutsch does not deal with this issue in his work, but one can infer
that although there is not a causal link between integration and unification, the two ideas

are not entireiy discomected.

Ln detailing the conditions which must be met for the creation of arnalgamated and
pluralistic security comrnunities, Deutsch observes that while twelve conditions appear to
be essential for the success of the formerJ', the latter only requires the presence of two, or

possibly three conditions!'

He d s o notes that "pldistic security communities tumed

out to be somewhat easier to attain and easier to preserve than their arnalgamated
counterparts." Finally, the Benelux Union is held out as an exampie of an "intermediate
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entity between a pluralistic and d g a m a t e d ~ommunity.''''~ Al1 of this would seem to
suggest that even if pluralistic security communities do not necessarily lead to

amalgamated secuity communities, there is nonetheless an idea that the former is a
precondition to the latter. A pluraiistic security communi~yis therefore a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for amalgamated security communities.

The idea of "progressing" from plurdistic to amalgamated security community
which is outlined in Donald Puchala's developmental mode1 of the unification process*
shodd be avoided in that the first is not necessarily better than the last. Indeed, the fact
that pluralistic communities are considered to be easier to attain and to preserve suggests
that they are stronger and more effective at maintaining peace and avoiding war than the
amalgamated types, and that they are therefore in fact better than amdgamated security
communities (Assuming as a basis of judgement, of course, that the maintenance of peace
and the avoidance of war are the desired goals).

The relationship between pluralistic and amalgamated security communities is
quite simply that the sarne two (or possibly three) preconditions descnbed by Deutsch

must exist before either one can exist. Communities which satism these preconditions
may choose to follow one of two paths to integration, depending on their respective aims.

States which are prepared to give up their sovereignty to a single Leviathan rnay choose
the path towards the amalgamated s e c m community, in which instance they will have
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to satisQ numerous conditions, and, once achieved, work hard to maintain. Other states
seeking integration may detemine that a pluralistic security community c m achieve their
aims of ensuring peaceful change among sovereign entities. In both cases, the groups
involved wiil have met the minimum preconditions for integration set down by Deutsch,
and both will be considered to be integrated. Only the amaigamated security cornrnunity

c m be considered to be unified.

According to this way of looking at Deutsch's theory, while pluralistic security
communities do not necessarily develop into amalgamated security communities, nor
cause unification in the long-tenn, an amalgamated security community which evolves

peacefully develops out of a pluralistic security comrnunity. This is not to say that there
cannot be amalgamation without integration. Two communities or states c m be unified
(amalgamated in the conventional sense) through the use of force without satisQing the
conditions of integration. However, amalgamation in the Deutschian sense is not deemed
to be successful unless the arndgamated area also becomes integrated (Le. becomes a
security community). It is deemed unsuccessful if it breaks down into secession or civil
war." Deutsch and his colleagues conclude, for instance, that the Habsburg Empire was

"an amaigamated but no longer an integrated political community when it was destroyed
by the strains and stresses of the first[sic] WorId ~ a r . ' " Nevertheless, it may generally

be concluded that successful integration into an arnalgamated security cornmunity is

U
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preceded by existence as a p l d i s t i c security community. This can be demonstrated

h m the cases of the United States, Switzerland, Great Britain, and others.

When Deutsch's study was published in 1957, it concluded that aithough there
were pluraiistic security communities within the North Atlantic area, such as Canada and
the United States, the United States and the United Kingdom, and Norway and Sweded'
the area could certainly not be considered to be integrated."

Today, such a conclusion

cannot be drawn so hastily. It is evident though that neither the CSCE area nor the
smaller North Atlantic area with which Deutsch was concemed is an amalgamated
security comrnunity. Consequently, no detailed examination of the conditions required
for amalgamated secuity communities will be conducted in these chaptes. M e a d , the
focus will be on pluralistic security communities, since throughout the development of
the Helsinki Final Act into the CSCE and fmally the OSCE, the area covered by the

member States has increasingly appeared to exhibit many of the characteristics of a
minimal pluralistic security community. Ceaainly the area which Deutsch initially

examined now seems to meet the criteria for a pluralistic security comrnunity. Like
Deutsch and his colleagues, however, this thesis will be unable to deal with dl of the subregions of the area defined by CSCE membership.
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The study of background conditions necessary for the formation of security
communities found tweive conditions that seemed essential for the formation of
amalgamated security comrnunities, of which two, or possibly three, were necessary for
the creation of a pluralistic security community. More generally, it was concluded that
the attainment of a pluralistic security community was favoured by any of the conditions
which had to be present for the creation of an amalgamated security community, and that
pluralistic security commimities couid be hindered by conditions or processes which had
a detrimental impact on amalgamated security communities, but that the former was
generally more resilient than the latted9

The f
h
tcondition which was found to be essential for the creation of a pluralistic
security community was the "cornpatibility of major values relevant to political decisionmaking."" The concept of "major values" is troublesome in that it is very nebulous, and
subject to circular reasoning. In an attempt to avoid this, Deutsch defines it as "those
which seem to be of major importance in the dornestic politics of the units concemed.""
Moreover, "no value will be considered important in the relations between political nits
unless it is important within each of them, and is also considered important in their
cornmon relation^."'^ Deutsch further posits that "values were most effective poiitically
when they were not held merely in abstract terms, but when they were incorporated in
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politicai institutions and in habits of political behavior.""

In other words, in many

respects the idea of compatibility of major values can be summed up with the phrase
compatible "way of Me.""
for political behavior.""

in each area, the way of life must provide the "motivations

If a pluralistic security cornmunity exists, then, the political

elites of each group must genuinely be motivated by the same values and intentions; they

mut intend to act in the interests of a compatible way of life. In this, Ernst Haas concurs

with Deutsch.

What exactly is meant by ' k a y of life" and "compatibility of major values?'
Deutsch is describing conditions that are necessary not just in a security community, but
that in fact are requisite in any community. Whaî Deutsch is getting at is sirnilar to the
"common meanings" which Charles Taylor describes as the "basis of community" in
Interpretation and the Sciences of Man." The survival of a national identity as
~ c o p h o n e is
s a common rneaning of Québecois,for instance, "for it is not just shared,

and not just known to be shared, but its being a common aspiration is one of the common
reference points of ail debate, communication, and al1 public life in the society.""
Arnong the NATO States, one could make a strong case that the preservation of fiee
market and democratic conditions is a common meaning which forms part of the common
reference world.
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the European Union and NATO. There is a common way of life, and compatibility of

major values and, therefore, these countries can be considered to form a community.

In instances where there remain incompatible values, Deutsch concludes that
these cm be overcome with a tacit agreement to "deprive of political significance" the
incompatible values in order to achieve their "gradual depoliticizition.""

Religion, for

instance, has often been depoliticized pnor to the successfd creation of a security

community, such as in the case of Switzerland and ~ e ~ m a Given
n ~ .the
~ intense
~
ethnic
and partiy religious-based conflict in some parts of the CSCE area, this idea bears closer

examination.

The main values which Deutsch and his colleagues identified as crucial in the
North Atlantic area are equally important for a present day analysis of both the North
Atlantic and CSCE areas. They asserted that the basic political ideology and economic
systems in the area had to be compatible. Specifically, they held that in their area of
study, the former was exemplified by constitutionalism and democracy, and the latter
When
could be descnbed as modified free enterprise (or "non-communist econ~mics").~~

Deutsch released the study, Spain and Portugal were exceptions in the North Atlantic
area. Today, the North Atlantic area which he defined shares these main values.
Moreover, the examination of the CSCE and OSCE which follows seems to indicate that
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the states in the CSCE area at least nomkially share these values. Whether these values

are in fact shared by the political elites in each state is more difficult to determine, and
would need to be scrutinized to a greater extent than is possible here.

The second condition which Deutsch deemed essential for the formation of a
plurdistic security community is "mutual responsi~eness.'~'This is defked simply as
'?he capacity of the participating political units or govemments to respond to each other's
needs, messages, and actions quickly, adequately, and without resort to violence.'*'

This

means that there must exist a "sense of community," of 'ive-feeling," trust, mutual
sympathies and loyalties, consideration, and "at least partial identification in terms of
self-images and interests," as well as an "ability to predict each other's behavior and
ability to act in accordance with that pre~iiction.'~~

The sense of cornrnunity must entail "much more than simply verbal attachent
to any number of similar or identical values.'"

This, too, bears mentioning, because just

a s there is some question as to the motivation of political elites with respect to the first
condition for the formation of a pluralistic security community, there is some doubt about
the real cornmitment behind the words uttered by al1 states in the CSCE area concerning
their devotion to the principles of the CSCE and in fact the Helsinki process itself.

6'
6'
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Another important aspect of the idea of munial responsiveness is the idea that
govemments have to react in a timely fashion to the "social, economic, or political
refoims" expected by people in the

According to Deutsch, it is important that

govemments be prepared to react both domestically, and intemationally to demonstrate
international responsiveness. The examples of the American Marshall Plan and Canada's
unsolicited [sic]'

loan of a billion and a quarter dollars to the United Kingdom in 1946

are held up as ex ample^.^' Failure to exhibit mutual responsiveness without "excessive
delay" was found to have disintegrative effects on the formation of security communities,

In the final chapter, mutual responsiveness will
and on existing security ~ommunities.~
be discussed in the context of verbal commîtment of OSCE states to the concept of
"indivisible security" versus their actions in the face of interna1 strife in the former
Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Finally, Deutsch notes that a third necessary condition for pluralistic security
communities may be the munial predictability of behaviour." This ties in closely with
the previous condition, but is given less emphasis because "rnember states of a pluralistic
security community have to make joint decisions only about a more limited range of
subject matters, and retain each a f a .wider range of probiems for autonomous decision-
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making within their own border^."'^ This aspect of security communities will be
discussed with particular attention paid to the confidence and security building measures
put in place under the auspices of the Helsinki Final Act and the Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe. Not many groups are ükely to meet the difficult conditions
required for a security community. As Deutsch and others have found, arnong states,
security comrnunities are rare indeed. The idea of mutual predictability outlined by
Deutsch has much in common with the idea of security regimes, and since that concept,
too, will become important to an understanding of the CSCE,it will now be examined.

Regime theory first surfaced in international relations in the early 1980s when a
series of papea devoted to the subject was published in the journal, International
~rganization." in 1983, Stephen Krasner edited a book entitled, International Regimes
which was comprised mainly of the articles which had been published in the journal
issues. In this book, many views on the utility and role of regimes and of regime theory

are offered fiom various theoretical and philosophical perspectives. Additionally, the
articles apply regime theory to a number of aspects of international relations, but mon
fiequentiy to economic dimensions. For the purposes of this thesis, the articles by

Stephen Krasner, which set out in broad terms a definition of regimes and regime

Ibid, p. 67
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formation, and the submission by Robert J e ~ swhich
,
discusses the specific concept of
security regimes, are of interest?

The most fiequently employed definition of regimes is offered by Stephen
Krasner in "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences: Regimes as htervening
Variables:"
Regimes can be defined as sets of implicit or explicit
principles, noms, d e s , and decision-making procedures
around which actors' expectations converge in a given area
of international relations. h c i p l e s are beliefs of facf
causation, and rectitude. Norrns are standards of behavior
defined in terms of rights and obligations. Rules are
specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action. Decisionmaking procedures are prevailing practices for making and
implementing coIlective choice."
In his discussion of security regimes, Robert J e ~ narrows
s
this definition somewhat,
defining a security regime as "those principles, d e s , and n o m s that permit nations to be
Both Krasner and
restrained in their behavior in the belief that othen will re~i~rocate."'~
Jervis agree that in instances when a regime is at work, it functions as an intervening
~~
variable, between basic causal variables and the related behavior and o u t c ~ m e s .Jervis
is of the view that regimes must "facilitate cooperation, but a fonn of cooperation that is
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more than the foliowing of short-run self-intere~t."'~Regimes cannot be one-time, shortterm arrangements; they must persist over a period of tirne, and demonstrably affect
outcornes, as, for exampie, the Concert of Europe did in the nineteenth cenhiry.

Regime formation is especially difficult, Jervis argues, in the realm of security,
for there the security dilemma is at work. The pursuit of a state's rational self-interest
and power maximisation are most acute, cornpetitive and unforgiving in the security

arena, and the "result is that security regimes, with their c d 1 for mutual re-t

and

Limitations on unilateral actions, rarely seem attractive to decision makers."" For these

reasons, Jervis concludes that for most behaviour in the securïty arena, "there is a direct

link between basic causai variables and related behavior; but under circumstances that are
not purely codictual, where individual decision making leads to suboptimal outcornes,
regimes may be significant" factor." In the case of interactions among States in the

CSCE, it is understood here that the circumstances in CSCE Europe at the t h e were not
necessarily conflictual, and that, if not regimes themselves, structures that were
remarkably regime-like79played a role in mediating relations among member -tes

in

general, and between the United States and the Soviet Union in particdar.
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On the surface, it appears that regimes, by constraining the behaviour of states and
decision makes, are inimicai to their interests in power and self-interest maximisation.
JeMs makes the point, though, that on the occasions when security regimes are created
they are especiaily valuable." Using the Concert of Europe as an example of a security
regime, J e ~ argues
s
that it in fact became a cause of national behaviour. For exampie,
states were willing to "invest" in the Concert "in the sense of accepting larger short-run
risks and sacrifices ... in the expectatioo of reaping larger gains in the future.""

States

oflen made concessions readily because the n o m of reciprocity was expected to guide
their behaviour, when such actions outside the regime would risk being perceived as
w e a k n e ~ s . ~J e ~ iss arguing, whether or not one accepts his interpretation of history,
that state behaviour is altered by regimes: the immediate needs of power maximisation

and self-interest are in many instances restrained in favour of longer-tenn outlooks.

This does not mean, however, that power maximisation and self-interest were not
at work, but rather that the conception which states held of these concepts was "broader
than usual" and "longer-run than ~sual."'~During the penod of the Concert of Europe,
the view of security changed somewhat from being a zero-sum game, to the view that
. ~ other words, each state's
each state would be more secure if al1 were more s e c ~ r e In
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security was tied to that of the other states who belonged to the Concert of Europe, very
much according to a principle what will be seen in later chapters to be associated with the
CSCE: security was considered to be common, comprehensive, and indivisible. J e ~ s
also makes the case that "othen were seen as partnen in a joint endeavor as well as
rivals, and unless there were strong reasons to act to the contrary their important interests
were to be re~pected."~'This is remiaiscent of the principle of mutual responsiveness

which Karl Deutsch concluded is essential to the formation of pluralistic security
communities.

The conception of regimes and regime formation offered by J e ~ serves
s
as a

bais for helping to understand the security architecture in Europe, but by itself it is too
constrained, too limiting to provide a full explmation. Jervis is of the view that regimes
m u t be created with the concurrence of states, and that this is not likely to be given in
conflicnial situations where states regard anything which interferes with their ability to
act and to react in a Hobbesian state of nature as inimical to their best interests. The
ability of regimes to corne into existence, to emerge out of repeated patterns of behaviour
is not considered by Jervis, and is a significant hindrance to using regirne theory to
understand the CSCE and OSCE withîn the security architecture of Europe.

The idea of security regimes and their relationship to security communities can
perhaps be illustrated here by referring again ta Charles Taylor. Just as communities

have as their basis common meanings, regimes may be thought of as relying on the
presence of intersubjective meanings. According to Charles Taylor, intersubjective
meanings rnay be thought of as cornmon terms of reference, or that which allow two
actoa to understand one a n ~ t h e r .Neither
~
consensus nor convergence of beliefs can
occur without the presence of intersubjective rneanings, without the presence of agreedupon meanings for actions, structures, institutions and practices within a given context.

In fact, Taylor suggests that the most profound cleavages or disagreements occur where
there are intersubjective meanings, such as in the case of the Amencan Civil War,
precisely becaure "both sides can fully understand the other.'"

To demonstrate intersubjective meaning, Taylor uses as an example the idea of
negotiation. Two people cannot enter into negotiation without sharing the idea of
negotiation; if they did not share the idea, actions which signified, for example, breakingoff negotiations, would be meaningless. Actions are given a certain meaning Secause of
their context, and within that context actors' expectations converge, and rules, procedures
and practices emerge. For a security regime to be present, then, there m u t be a shared

understanding of the security context in order to give actions their specific meaning.
Nuclear deterrence, for instance, as Joseph Nye illustrates, could not occur without a
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s h e d "awareness of nuclear desûuctiveness which makes [the Soviet Union and the
United States] avoid war with each othedq

One can pursue this idea m e r , and extend it to an understanding of the entire
East-West relationship during the cold war period. Arguably, the idea of managing
relations so as to preserve security by maintainhg the status quo in Europe was an
intersubjective meanhg or 'keak regime" whose "broad principles and noms [were] the
division of Germany, the legitimate role of the United States and the Soviet Union in
European security, and the mutually recognized spheres of concern.""

Jervis' n m w conception of security regimes does not allow for the idea of a
weak regime charactensing East-West actions during the cold war. In contrast, Nye
argues that in the post-World War iI period, "both the United States and the Soviet Union

graduaIly redefined their interests away fiom their early positions" and their
"expectations gradually converged around the existing principlesYqas the two states
'leamed' the new cold war context and a %eak" or "partial" regime f~rmed.~'

Pad Buteux, in Regirnes, incipient Regirnes & the Future of NATO Strate=
advances the similar notion that an "incipient" East-West secwity regime exists "based
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on 'common aversions'; procedures, d e s and noms have been developed in order to
avoid an outcorne that ali wish to avoid - viz. - nuclear war?

Further, Buteux refers to

the "hi& level of satisfaction with important, if not dl, aspects of the status quo," and in
particuiar, the temtorial division of ~urope.'~Sirnilarly, Allen Lynch in The Cold War is
Over ... Aaain, states that "the two 'niperpowers' and their allies have fomed a limited
security partnership in the most vital theater of world politics-Europe-since the late
1960s.'~In contrast to Jervis, Nye, Buteux and Lynch d l suggest that if nothing else, a
"weak," "partial," or "incipient7' regime existed and characterised East-West relations
during the cold war period.

Security regimes, then, are especially vaiuable once in place because they create a
"common ~nderstanding'"~
permitted by intersubjective meaning and because they
mediate to some extent normal, potentiaily dangerous actions motivated by short-term
interests and power maximisation. Security regimes can restrain a state's behaviour and
affect outcomes due to expectations of reciprocity and peacefid change. Pluralistic
security communities exist where there is a long-term or permanent expectation of
peaceful change, when political communities have major values in common or common

meanings, and when groups are muîually responsive to each others' needs. The two
concepts are not entirely dissimilar, yet they are not exactly alike either.
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Security communities rely on a "sense of community" or "we-feeling" and eust
among the politicai communities involved. Moreover, they lend a sense of permanence,
and Deutsch's discussion of security community formation often discusses changes in
thuiking spanning generations. Most hdamentally, Deutsch's theory of security

communities and integration minimises the role played by rational self-interest and power
maximisation. Security regime theory suggests that regimes can affect the way a state
calculates its interests ~ o amshort-term to long-term outlook, and can broaden its
conception of power-maximisation and security, but that it is still motivated by these
factors While some sense of "we-feeling" may occur among the parties to a security
regime, they are not necessary to regime formation, since States are stiil essentially acting
in their own interests. Finally, a regime need not have the same permanence which
Deutsch suggests is necessary for a security community.

In generd, it would seem that a security regime is more focused on a particular

issue-area than a security community and has fewer conditions required for formation.
Security regimes in this sense might be considered by some to be lesser entities, but by
others to be more realistic and effective.

For this study of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, however,
although regïme theory is useful for contributhg to our understanding, Deutsch's
integration theory and theory of security communities provide insight into the idealism
and drive of the institution. Deutsch's theories more closely describe and explain the

intent, or at least the stated intent, of the CSCE, and its ideals. This will become clear as

chapter two traces the history and development of the CSCE.

C hapter 2
The CSCE
The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) was conceived,

bom, and, as it were, raised in an environment of conflicting short-term and long-term
views and interests. The CSCE's development and the role which it came to play in
European security can be understood only in the greater context of this European security
environment. If it was the East that conceived the idea of the Conference, then the West

was initially the reluctant parent. The West agreed to the idea only because of linkage
politics, and even then, was less than enthused. From the beginning of negotiations and
on through the process, East and West not to mention the neutral and non-aligned states,
seemed to hold diverging views on what the role and utility of the Helsinki process
should be, and on how the Conference shodd develop - if at dl.

It is usefid to examine the divergent interests of the three groups of states

-

memben of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation (WTO), North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

(NATO) Allies and European Cornmunity states, and neutral and non-aligned countries going into negotiations. This is interesting and valuable for two reasons. First, it will
contribute to a better understanding of the dynamics of the process, Conference, and
ultimately Organisation which emerge from the Helsinki Accords. Second, and of
particular relevance for this essay, the notion of confiicting short-term and long-term
visions of, and interests in, the process fiom its very beginnings undemines and

discredits not o d y the possibility that the CSCUOSCE is a security community, but also
that it cm ever become one. Nevertheless, each group of states for one reason or another
came to want the process to go forward.

What becomes clear as the origin and history of the CSCE are traced is that it
evolved more by accident and coincidence of circumstances than anything else. The
original Dipoli taiks and Helsinki meetings, and the follow-up Belgrade and Madrid
meetings occurred because, for a variety of reasons, it was in the interests of the East
(driven by the Soviet Union) or the West (led by the United States). What is critical to
note, in anticipation of a later analysis, is that what motivated these two parties, and also
the neutral and non-aligned states, to corne to the table were usually very different
speczfic interests. These different interests and motivations are reflected in the different

goals and outcornes which were sought fiom the negotiations and agreements, not just at
Helsinki but also at later foliow-up meetings, and also fiom the different interpretations
placed on the resulting documents. The diverging interests of the various parties can be
attributed to their different geo-political situations, their political ideologies, and
econornic systems. It is also interesting to note that as the CSCE develops, the objectives
and interests involved progress from being, at the beginning, of an extremely short-term

outiook to taking into account the possibility of longer-term interests.

It is generally accepted, in the official CSCE history and by othen, that the
origins of the Conference can be traced to numerous proposals in the 1950s from the

Soviet Union and other eastem European counhes, including Poland.% Some, including
John J. Maresca, the only senior Amencan diplomat involved in the entire negotiation
process of the Helsinki Accords, and Jarnes Goodby, are more specific.

Maresca suggests that serious consideration of the idea of a European security
conference emerged following a 1954 proposal by Soviet Foreign MUiister Vyacheslav

M. Molotov which aimed at working out a collective security agreement for Europe with
a minimal observer role for the United States." James Goodby states that the irnpetus to

form the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe came fkom Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev, who sought to legitimise the temtorial statu quo in Europe, and
particularly the post-World II divisions of Europe and of Ger~nany.~~
Since numerous
people spoke at various times in support of the idea, it is difficult to attribute it to a single
person. The goais ascribed to the Soviets by Maresca and Goodby share common aims.

Three main motivating considerations are often attributed to the Soviet Union in
order to understand its push for the Conference. First, it was hoped that the role of the
Soviet Union in Europe, dong with the post-war division of Europe, would be

% CSCE. Fmm CSCE to OSCE: Histoncal Retroswctive.
Http~/w.osceprag.cz/info/facts/history.com
" Maresca, John J. T o Helsinki. The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 19731975. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1985. P. 4.
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legitimized? Second, if the United States could be excluded, the Conference could be
used to weaken the tram-Atlantic luik and the Arnerican role in Europe.'" Finally, "the
Soviet Union thoughf the Conference rnight give k s h impetus to East-West economic
cooperation and thus spur the economic development of the Soviet Union and its
allies."i0' The second point is especially interesting, since it represents a recming theme

in Soviet foreign policy. Soviet policy d e r the Second World War called for the
isolation of the United States fkom Europe.'" Although Soviet attempts to exclude the
United States fiom the Helsinki process proved unsuccessful, M e r efforts would be
made at various tirnes in the Conference's development to highlight and encourage a split
between western Europe and the United States.'')

It is an interesting contradiction that on the one hand the Soviets wanted to deepen
and strengthen economic relations, while on the other they were trying to divide the West
(the United States from Europe). It was in the military security interests of the Soviet
Union to have this divide, but was detrimental economically. Neither the United States
nor the Soviet Union seems to have had a full and consistent grasp of the Helsinki
Process, nor to have followed a clear and unified objective.
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nius, throughout the 1950s and l96Os,ta& of a European conference to discuss

security issues became a " r e c u r ~ gtheme in Soviet and eastem European
pr~nouncernents."'~In 1964, a proposal by Poland that a conference be held, and that it
inciude the United States, was endorsed by the Wanaw Pact. Later, in J d y of 1966, the
Warsaw Pact issued the Budapest Declaration expanding on the idea of a conference and

of collective security. In 1969, the same group of states issued the Budapest Appeal, an
Appeal to Al1 European Coutries, "..xenewing their efTorts to assemble a 'general
European conference to consider questions of European security and peacefid
cooperation. ?rv105

Initially, the West had little interest in working to develop the Conference. In the
1950s and early 1960s, the political climate between East and West was tense, and there
appeared to be little to be gained fiom such a conference. The warming of relations
between the East and the West which accornpanied the penod of détenteIMchanged the

westem attitude somewhat however, and "...it appeared tempting ...to exploit the strong

At the Madrid meeting of 1980-1983for instance, the Soviets sought to put foward new
disarmament proposais in the context of the CSCE where "divergences in the security interests of the
United States and the westem European countries would become apparent." Lehne, p. 19
Io4
Maresca, p. 5.
'O3

los
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Germany, and West Berlin in particular, was becoming l e s of a problem with the Four Power
Agreement on Berlin. Also, the Soviet Union agreed, shortfy before taks began in iielsinki, to t a k on
Munial Baianced Force Reduction (MBFR) and to "renounce its demand for the withdrawal of US troops
h m Europe." In CSCE: N+N Pemectives. Laxenbug, Austria: Awtrian institute for International
Relations, 1987. p.9

Soviet desire for the conference..."'"

The West wanted to give the Conference what is

now labelled a "human dimension:" normative issues such as the fkee movement and
exchange of people, ideas and information were on the westem agenda These normative
elements were codified in "Basket III" of the Helsinki Accords, and throughout the
twenty years following their signing, the West rarely missed an opportunity to
demonstrate that the Soviet Union was failing to live up to its commitments on human
rights matterdo'

According to John Maresca, the West (and particularly the United States), pursued
four goals during the negotiations leading up to the preparatory talks, and later during the
taiks themselves. The West sought

(1) to maintain westem unity and to exclude a growth of
Soviet influence in westem Europe; (2) to keep open the
possibility of peaceful evolution, such as peaceful changes
in fiontiers.. .; (3) to achieve some concrete irnprovements
in relations between East and West, particularly some what
would result in fieer movement of people and ideas,. .., and
enhanced military security; and (4) to use the Soviet desire
first to convene the CSCE, and later to conclude it at the
summit level, to obtain Moscow's agreement to a variety of
desiderata.'09
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These "desiderata" consisteci chiefly of negotiating a successful quadripartite agreement
on Berlin, and agreeing upon a date for the opening of the Munial Balanced Force
Reduction (MBFR)talks. in fact, there is one school of thought which argues that U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger "saw the talks only in terms of leverage to obtain
Soviet agreement'' on these items.'I0 Thus, the United States was linking the MBFR tall<s
to the CSCE, and demanding a quidpro quo. Other western European corntries, even
those in NATO, did not necessarily share this view of the meetings. The view was
certainly not shared by the neutml and non-aligned (N+N) states. They had their own
agenda-

',

For the neutrai and non-aiigned states" the Dipoli t&

and Helsinki Accords

were an oppomuiity to gain influence and to play a role in matten which were typicaily
played-out between East and West. Generally speaking the N+N states shared the views
of the western (NATO and European Comrnunity) states. It must be pointed out,
however, that within this group there were considerable differences in domestic political
and economic systems, security concerns, and foreign policy priorities.'"

Lehne, p. 2.
The N+N states consist of the following nine states: Austria, Cypnis, Finland, Liechtenstein,
Mdta, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.
Neuhold, Hampeter. "The Group of the N+N Countries Within the CSCE Rocess," in
CSCE: N+N Perspectives. Ed. Hans Neuhold. Austria: Austrian Lnstitute of International Affairs, 1987.
P. 24.
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In terms of domestic polities, for instance, Switzerland and Yugoslavia could not

be more different. The former is described as "staunchiy pro-westem," and as a "classicd
pldist," while the latter was very much socialist at the time. From the standpoint of
security, the interests of the nine countries Vary considerably according to each of their
respective geo-political situations. Finland's very real concem that it would be a
welcome mat on Europe's doorstep was not s h e d by Switzerland, which is on nobody's
route from point A to B, nor by a country such as Greece, which was more concemed
with Turkish troop movements than those of the Soviet Union. Finally, the nine states al1

had (and continue to have) very different Ievels of rnilitari~ation."~

In spite of al1 of these differences among the neutral and non-aligned states, they
nonetheless purnied three common objectives during the Conference and the taiks that
preceded it. First, they wanted to participate in the détente process. Second, the nine
countries wanted to "express their own views on East-West issues."'14 Or, as Neuhold
puts it, '+he N+N countries did not want the two blocs to senle the future of Europe

behind their backs and over their head~.""~Third, in order to ensure that the roles
described in the first two points continued beyond the initial meetings, the N+N states
were aiming for a successful C~nference."~
During the negotiation penod pnor to

Ibid, p. 24.
Maresca, p. 25.
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preparatory talks, the N+N states served a usefd purpose in offering neutral temtory for
the meetings (Helsinki, Geneva, Belgrade), but were mostly unsuccessful at getting

specific items placed on the agenda' "

In response to the more receptive attitude towards the conference on the part of
the NATO countries, and the United States in particular, on Apnl5, 1969 the
Government of Finland invited al1 European states, and the United States and Cm&

to

preparatory talks at Dipoli, in Helsinki. A number of snimbling blocks remained and it
was not until 1972 after the quadripartite agreement on Berlin was concluded, and a date

agreed upon for the MBFR talks that the last obstacles to official meetings were

removed.

Between 1969 and 1972, discussions aimed at s e t h g an agenda for the
preparatory talles in Helsinki were held. The Warsaw Pact proposed two agenda items:
security, and the expansion of economic, scientific, and technological relations. 'l The

NATO communiqué of May 1970 put forward a somewhat different agenda: "(a) The
principles which should govem relations between States, including the renunciation of
force; (b) The development of international relations with a view to contributing to the

foreign policies of the European N+N countries." "The CSCE Process fkom the Finnish Viewpoint," in
CSCE: N+N Perspectives. P. 37.
117
For example, Austria wanted to include Middle Eastern probfems on the agenda, and
Switzerland was cailing for a mandatory system for the peacefd senlement of disputes which included the
compulsory arbitration of IegaI confiicts. Neither was successfiil, Neuhold, p. 27.
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k

r movement of people, ideas and S o m a t i o n and to developing cwperation in the

cdtural, economic, technicd and scientific fields as well as in the field of human
e n ~ o n m e n t ~ "Thus
" ~ the stage was set for the preparatory talks in Helsinki from
November 22, 1972 to June 8, 1973, and already a fundamental divide was evident: the
East's priority was in sec*,

with emphasis placed on gaining recognition and

legitimisation of the statur quo; the West's was to increase fkedorns through peacefbi
change. The East, the West, and the neutral and non-aligned states, as well as sub-groups
of these states and indeed individual states had acted in accordance with their own
interests. These states and groups of states used the talks and the CSCE to M e r their
own interests during the negotiations, but the talks and the Conference were nevertheless
driven at Ieast in part by idealist integrative theory.

In a sense, though, the United States had already achieved its aims and priorities

(associated with the quadripartite agreement and the MBFR talks) by linking them to
participation in the Helsinki Conference. Moreover, to the United States, the agenda of
the Conference was Iess important than the Soviet concession that the United States (and

Canada) be allowed to participate in the Conference. This was an implicit
acknowledgement by the Soviets that at least for the tirne being, the United States couid
not be excluded £iom European security issues, and fkom Europe itself, and that the
Conference could not be used to weaken the tram-Atlantic link and the Amencan role in
Europe.

That this apparent conflice was able to exist however, and that important political
and security issues codd be Iinked and used as leverage without fear of military contlict
erupting, says much about the environment or context in which the negotiations occurred.

Specifically, it lends credence to Allen Lynch's idea that a "limited securîty
partne~~hip""~
existed between the superpowers and their allies in Europe fkom the late
1960s - the same time that support for the Helsinki taiks really gained momentum. As
Buteux and Nye argue, an incipient regime existed between East and West based on the
common aversion to war and, increasingly, on a b'tolerance"or "preference" for the
"division of Europe as the basis of East-West relations."'*' In the language of Charles
Taylor, the desire for rnilitary conflict avoidance in Europe served as a common term of
reference or as an intersubjective meaning between East and West, allowing them to have
a limited understanding of one another.

It is interesting to make reference here to Lynch's thesis that by the late 1960s the

cold war was in fact over. Lynch makes the case that the cold war was "fought" over the
central issues of the "division of Gerrnany and of Europe and the establishment of a
stable balance of power in Europe and East ~ s i a " fiom
' ~ the end of the Second World
War h

l sometime in the late 1960s' and that its cause was the "growth of US.power
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and the fear this caused in Russia; and conversely, the growth in Soviet power and the
fear this caused in the United States."lu

A structural-functionalia or level-of-analysis approach is usefid in illuminating

what is k i n g said here. In essence, during the period which Lynch characterises as the
cold war, there were two potentiai sources of conflict. Firsf there was the ever-present
system-level Thucydian security dilemma which is characteristic of the anarchic
international system. Second, there was state-level conflict. Specifically, "the United
States and the Soviet Union were profoundly at odds over how the countries of Europe
should be governed as well as over the distribution of power and influence on the
European ~ontînent."'~'Mandelbaum adds that historically, conflicts have rarely arisen
"solely out of pure anarchy, wars in which state-level causes play no role.. ."lx

If then, as Lynch argues, the cold war was over in the late 1960s, it means that the
state-level conflicts which Mandelbaum describes over the East-West division of power,
territory and influence in Europe were essentially resolved. This is precisely what Lynch

argues and the case can be made that the resolution is evident during the lead-up to the
Helsinki negotiations in the Four Power talks, the acknowledgement of the Amencan role
in Europe, the agreement to a date for the MBFR taks, the refusa1 of the West to block
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the building of the Berlin Wall, and western inaction during the Hungarian revoiution of

1956.

In a sense, then, the Helsinki talks, the Final Recommendations, and the Helsinki
Accords represented the sedernent of the cold war in Europe. The talks and the
settlement codd not have occurred were it not for the existence of at minimum a 44partial"
or "weak" security regime in Europe. The actions of the United States and the Soviet
Union particularly, and East and West generally, during the negotiations, political linking

and political positioning leading up to the Helsinki talks indicate a common desire for
~ecurity"~
and an implicit recognition of the division of temtory, power and influence in
Europe. The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, then, was conceived and

bom in the context of an adversarial relationship which neither side wanted to see
detenorate into axmed conflict in Europe, and this charactenses its dynamics for some
the.

At this point, it rnay certainly be concluded that Deutsch's condition that political

elites share genuine motivations and intentions is not met. Nevertheless, Deutsch
remains helpN in understanding what has been achieved and what rnight emerge in the

Ibid,p. 72-3
East and West disagreed not only about what was meant by security but also about how b a t
to achieve it. Generaily, however, an incipient regime or intersubjective meaning may be considered to
exist surrounding the desire to avoid war and maintain the territorial s t a t u quo in Europe by peaceful
12'
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means.

futiae because certain qualities of a security community have begun to manifest
themselves. Specifically, some mutual predictability in ternis of Confidence and Security
Building Measures, and a shared interest in war avoidance are in evidence.

The preparatory taiks among the thircy-five participating states12', also known as

the Dipoli meetings, cuIminated on 8 June, 1973 with the release of the Final
Recommendations of the Helsinki Consultations, or the "Blue Book" which "outlined

final recommendations for the scope and d e s of procedure for the Conference." 12* The
Final Recommendations called for the establishment of a three stage process and set an
agenda which was divided into four main areas, or baskets. In the first stage, the Foreign
Ministers of the participahg states were to meet and agree to the agenda and procedure,

as well as to outline their respective governrnents' outlooks on European security. This
stage was accomplished successfully in Helsinki during the penod of 3-7 July, 1973.

Stage two, held in Geneva from 18 September 1973 to 21 July 1975, was a
meeting of experts whose task it was to dmft an acceptable Final Act. More than two

thousand official meetings were held, in addition to countless bi-lateral and multi-lateral

talks, in accordance with the procedures established by part six of the Final

The participants in the pnparatocy taiks and the originai signatories to the Helskinki Accords
are as follows: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Cypnis, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finaind, France,
The Geman Dernocratic Republic, The Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Holy See, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Nonvay, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, San Marino,Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom, United States of America, Yugoslavia
l"

~ecommendations.'~~
The Rules of Procedure delineated in Sections 64 through 88 of
the Final Recommendations assert that "ail states participating in the Conference shall do
so as sovereign and independent States and in conditions of N
I eq~ality."'~~
Furthemore,
'Lhe Conference shall take place outside military alliances.""'

These principles form the

b a i s for the declaration in Section 69 that ail "decisions of the Conference shall be taken
by consensus" and for the rotating Chairrnanship described in Sections 70 and 71."'

While the principles of sovereignty and equality underpinning these procedures remain
the foundation for the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

today, in many respects the consensus d e is a firndamental flaw, leading to paralysis and
inaction during crises, and severely limiting the ability of the CSCE to enforce n o m and
decisions.

On August 1 1975, the thirty-five states met in Helsinki to sign the Helsinki Final
also known as the Helsinki Accords, marking the completion of the third phase of

the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The fmt "Basket"133
of the Final
Act, concemed with questions relating to security, embodies ten politically binding
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According to Stefan Lehne, the term, "basket" was employed "to organize the diverse
subjects of the conference without prejudicing their relative importance." ï h e Vienna Meeting of the
Conference on Secririsr and Coowration in Europe, 1986-1989. P. 3.

principles (the so-called "Decalogue") which sought to govern behaviour among
pdcipating States:
1. Sovereign equality, respect for the rights inherent in
sovereignty;
2. Refhhhg from the threat or use of force;
3. Inviolability of fiontiers;
4. Territorial integrity of States;
5. Peaceful senlement of disputes;
6. Non-intervention in internai &airs;
7. Respect for human rights and fundamental fkedoms,
including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or

belief;
8. Equal rights and self-determination of peoples;
9. Co-operation among States;
10.Fulfilment in good faith of obligations under
intemationaI lawY
Thus the CSCE became the first forum for the discussion of pan-European security,
spanning from Vancouver to Vladivostock and encompassing the broadest range of
securïty concerns. It is apparent fkom the nrst basket that the issues on which East and
West differed in the negotiations prior to the Dipoli talks was carried through into the
Final Act, with important implications.

Throughout the negotiations, political trade-ofEs and linkages between issues
continued to be made by both East and West, revolving around a central disagreement

about the desired outcome of the tall<s. The East essentially sought a generally worded
document that would make few comrnitments, that would legitimise the territorial status
quo in Europe, and that would allow for high level conferences of heads of states to

o c ~ u r .In~ contrast,
~~
the West sought nonnative comrnitments, particularly on issues
related to human rights and what came to be known as the "human d i m e n ~ i o n . " ~ ~
Throughout this process, what was communicated and negotiated is less important than
the fact that communications and negotiations occurred. That this was possible was due

to the existence of at least a weak regime.

Stephen Lehne cails the inclusion of Principles III and W the "central political
aade-off of the CSCE.""'

For the Soviet Union, incorporation of the principle of the

''uiviolability of fiontiers" (Principle III) was an acknowledgement by the West of the
legitimacy of the sfutus quo, and of the pst-World War II division of Europe in the
absence of a formal peace treaty in Europe at the conclusion of that conflict. Although

this still allowed for the peaceful change of fiontiers, the East still regarded it as "a major
diplornatic success."138The c?rade-off' was the Soviet concession to Priuciple MI,
"respect for human rights and fundamentai fkedoms, including the fkeedom of thought,
conscience, religion or belief." Principle VI1 is crucial to the fbture development the

CSCE and to the perception of security in the CSCE area in that it recognises the
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms as essentiai in strengthening
international security. The end result for member States of including this in the context of
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the Final Act is to provide "a basis for the international cornmunity to address intemal

mat ter^."'^^

Basket One also contains the Document on Confidence-Building Measures and
Certain Aspects of Security and Disarmament. Although this document is very minimal

in terms of actual measures which it prescribes, it established a firamework for fbture
work on these measures, such as the later negotiations at the Stockholm Conference of
the CSCE to make military activities more transparent (open and predictable) and the
Madrid Mandate. Sections 107 through to 113 mandate the pnor notification of major

military manoeuvres. Notification of any rnilitary manoeuvres exceeding a total of

25,000 troops within 250 kilometres of the fiontier of another participating will be given
2 1 days or more in advance. Other voluntary measures for confidence-building follow,
including the exchange of observers and notification for minor military manoeuvres, and
the exchange of military personnel. In attempting to establish predictable patterns, and to
create expectation of mutual predictability, the Document on Confidence-Building
Measures and Ce-

Aspects of Security and Disarmament in particular, and Basket

One in generd, might be viewed as an embryonic satisfaction of Deutsch's condition of
mutual predictability and, to a lesser extent, of mutuai responsiveness in that any ongoing
discourse among parties contributes towards a greater understanding and predictability.
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Basket Two, which begins with Section 138 of the Final Act, considers
Cooperation in the Field of Economics, of Science and Technology and of the
Environment. For the argument that is presented here, Basket Two is of less importance.
Neither, for that matter, is it of great significance to the CSCE. Negotiations on the
Second Basket were, in the words of Ljubivoje Acimovic, '2he least controversial subject
at the Helsinki Conference from the very beginning."140 John Maresca explains that

virhially everything covered in Basket Two was a duplication of existing multilateral
agreements. Furthemore, the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) had vimially the
same membenhip, including the United States and Canada, and its mandate covers most
of the subjects in Basket Two. 14' In fact, throughout the development of CSCE, the
econornic and other concems of this Basket never take on any real significance to the
process.

The Third Basket of the Helsinki Act is Cooperation in Humanitarian and Other
Fields. As the Final Act states, this Basket desires 30contribute to the strengthening of
peace and understanding arnong peoples."'"

Although it is an important elaboration of

the ideas contained in Basket One's Principle MI, of human rights and fieedom of ideas,

it is essentially redundant for the sarne reason; it offers nothing more than an elaboration.
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Its inclusion in the Final Act may largely be explained by the fact that full cornpliance
with Priociple VTI was not expected."'

The Final Act addresses military, economic and humanitarian concems within the
four "baskets." Although it is Baskets 1, II and III which deal with the substantive issues
of securïty, economic and environmental cooperation, and humanitarian cooperation
respectively, it is Basket IV, the Follow-up to the Conference, which prevented the CSCE
fiom becoming nothing more than "a historical footnote."'"

During the preparatory phase of the Conference, ï h e Warsaw Pact countries
repeatedly tried to establish a permanent organ to oversee peace and security in Europe,"
but most NATO govemments "rejected any institutionalisation that wodd give the Soviet
Union a droit de regard over developments in western ~urope.""~The West did,
however, see certain advantage to having a follow-up meeting to "monitor and promote
the irnplementation of the human rights and Basket III provisions of the Final ~ c t . " " ~
The reluctance of the West explains the somewhat ambiguous wording of this section of
the Final Act, which merely allows for subsequent meetings to be held to discuss "the
improvement of security and the development of CO-operationin Europe, and the
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development of the process of détente in the future..."'"

Nevertheless, it is Basket IV

which left the door open for the evolution and ultimately the institutionalisation of the

CSCE.

Despite the fact that issue Iinkage and mde-offs permitted the resolution of these
issues and the agreement on the Final Act, it is important to note that the East and the
West subsequentiy interpreted the document differently. Lehne, among othen, States that
"fiom the East's point of view, the document essentiaily confirmed and legitimized the
existing geopolitical situation on the Continent," but that from the point of view of the
West, the Final Act "constitutes a set of normative comrnitments with which the situation
in Europe should be brought in c o n f ~ m i t y . "This
~ ~ and the other fiuidamental

disagreements which were evident during the preparatory talks lend credence to the view
that at its inception the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe was neither a
security regime nor a security community in Deutsch's sense. That is not to Say that the

CSCE was not bom into the context of at least a weak security regime however, as
Buteux, Nye and others have argued. Indeed, if Charles Taylor's view of intersubjective
meanings is applicable, East and West could not even have entered into negotiations
about security issues were there not some f o m of incipient regime present. Although the

CSCE at its inception was not a security regime, it did begin to take on many regirne-like
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characteristics as East and West came to adopt less conflicting hterpretations of its
founding document, its role, and its futine.

In accordance with the Basket Four provisions, the first follow-up meeting was
held in Belgrade nom October 4&, 1977 to March 9", 1978. Substantively, it was less
than a resounding success. The Concluding Document is an astoundingly bnef four
pages, and masters the art of understatement. It describes how détente "hm continued
since the adoption of the Final Act in spite of diniculties and obstacles encountered,"
how "consensus could not be reached on a number of proposais," and that "different
views were expressed as to the degree of implementation of the Final Act so fa~-."l*~
The

latter is not surprishg giving the attitudes of the Soviet Union and United States at the
tirne. Under President Carter, human rights issues were k i n g given substantial attention,

and Principle VI1 was k i n g used to comment fkequentiy and at length on eastem
European abuses. "Documenting and criticising the unsatisfactory implementation record
of Warsaw Pact countries became the exclusive goal of [Amencan] participation.. .; the
United States' support for substantive negotiations on new normative commiünents was
at best lukewarm."'" In view of the ongoing criticism, and the focus on Principle VI1 and
Basket Three, the less than enthsiastic response by the Soviet Union is undestandable.
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Despite these tensions, and the lack of substantive developments at the Budapest
meeting, an important outcome did resuit. The Concludine. Document announced the
intention of participants to hold various meetings of experts at Bonn, Montreux, and
Valletta in accordance with the provisions of the Final Act. With each successive
meeting, no matter the substantive outcome or lack thereof, the CSCE began to establish
certain noms and expectations, even if they rested solely on the understanding that the

participants would meet again under the auspices of the Helsinki Accords. On this if
nothing else, East and West were coming to agree and share an understanding.

The Madrid meeting, held from November 1 1,1980 to September 9, 1983,
occurred during one of the ebbs in détente. The Soviet Union had recently invaded
Afghanistan and was rehcting the freedoms of people, ideas and infaxmation in clear
violation of virtually every principle elaborated in the Helsinki Accords. This did not go
unnoticed on the part of other participating States, and during the meetings hundreds of

individual instances of human rights violations and other infractions by the East were
brought fonvard. The United States delegation alone raised one hundred and nineteen

cases.'s1 The Soviet Union sought to narrow the focus of the Conference to concentrate
on the issues of rnilitary security with which it was more traditionally concemed. In
keeping with earlier Soviet attempts to separate the United States from western Europe,

the Soviet Union planned to introduce disarmament proposais which would bring to the
fore diverging European and American security interestdR

As it turned out, the West also wanted to increase the focus on aspects of military

security "so as to challenge the East on its own favourite ground and mould future CSCE
provisions as far as possible in the West's image."'"

Once again, as happened so often

with the CSCE,the various parties found themselves workhg together towards a
generally common end, but for completely diverging reasons, motivated by very different
intentions. In spite of intense political pressure brought to bear on the issue of human
rights, the Soviet Union did not abandon the CSCE. Nor did the United States, in the
face of repeated attempts on the part of the Soviet Union to introduce issues which would
divide western Europe and North Amenca, seek to withdraw fiom the CSCE. Neither

East nor West was fmding the CSCE a completely satisfactory mechanism for obtaining
optimal outcornes on al1 issues. However, both sides had corne to value the CSCE as a
forum in which it was expected that each would achieve some level of success on matten
of importance through issue linkage and political trade-offs durhg negotiations. At the

very least, there was a shared expectation that no matter the political climate and issues of
the day, the CSCE meetings would continue, and that they would at least allow for the

possibility of compromise in order to preserve the greater shared goal, shared by East and

West, or military peace between East and West in Europe. The fact that the Madrid
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meeting was held and did not collapse during an ebb in détente represents a success -

even if the specific outcome was less than spectacular, and is indicative that the rnembers
of the CSCE by this time shared at least some of what Deutsch would c d compatibility
of major values and mutuai responsiveness. Certainiy these qualities were not present to
such a degree that one would consider a security community to have formed, but some of
Deutsch's pre-conditions for a security community were evident, if only in a very
preliminary, rudimentary and ernbryonic stage of existence.

What emerged fiom the Madrid meeting was a mandate for a Conference on
Confidence and Security Building Measures and Dismament in Europe (CDE). The

CDE would be an integral part o f the CSCE'" and was to develop confidence and
security building measures which %
' dl be of rnilitary significance and politicaily binding
and will be provided to adequate forms of verificati~n."'~~
These measures were to be

negotiated in Stockholm, beginning January 17, 1984.

In Stockholm, different approaches to the task of developing confidence and
security building rneasures (CSBM) were taken by the Warsaw Pact countries, the
Atlantic Alliance countries, and dso by the neutrai and non-aiigned states. The Warsaw
Pact states (except Romania), submitted a proposal which essentially focused on political
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measures, such as the non-use of military force, reduction in military spending, and the
creation of de-nuclearized zones.'" In con-

member states of NATO and EC adopted

a narrow rnilitary and technical approach. Their working paper put forward the idea of
increased information and communications rneasures, including the forecasting of
military activities, strengthened notification requirements, and increased methods of
verification."'

Finally, the neutrai and non-aligned states agreed on a combination of

measures which reflected their varied individual interests based on geo-political
considerations. Their proposal "coincided with western ideas on many matters," but did
not d e out some of the measures outlined in the Warsaw Treaty Organisation (WTO)
proposai. Is8

Motivations and interests at the Stockholm Conference differed sigrilficantly, but
the role of the CSCE as a forum for negotiations in which trade-offs couid be made and
issues linked was strengthened by the political environment. NATO deployed
Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces (INF)to Europe mid-November 1983 and, at least
partially as a result, the Soviet Union "broke off the iM?and the START negotiations and
interrupted the MBFR talkPg Thus the main forum for political dialogue between East
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and West became the CDE meetings initiated under the auspices of the CSCE following

the collapse of three other important fora for dialogue.'60

The Stockholm Documenq released at the conclusion of the meetings on
September 19, 1986 made significant advances in developing confidence and security
building measures. The original confidence building measures of the Helsinki Final Act
strengthened and elaborated (the notification period for major military manoeuvres was
doubled to 42 days, and the 25,000 troops threshold almoa halved to 13,000), with new,
mandatory requirements that observers be invited to military activities involving more

than 17,000 troop and that ail notifiable activities be declared by November 15 of each
year. The Stockholm Document went m e r , placing for the k t Mie constraintd6' on
rnilitary activities, and allowïng on-site ground and / or air inspections without nght of
refûsal. Political provisions on the non-use of force were also included, as a result of a
trade-off between the United States, which had been reluctant to discuss political
measures, and the Soviet Union, which had not wanted to agree to such concrete military

CSBMS.'~' If ail of these provisions were implemented and adhered to, the result would
be increased openness and predictability:

Ibid, p. 24
Activities which exceed 75,000 troops are not pennitted to occur if two years notification was
not given; activities exceeding 40,000 troop cannot occur if notification is not given at lest one year in
advance.
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The exchange of annual caiendars and the notification
regime helps to establish a stable pattern of routine rnilitary
activities. Together with the invitation of observers, this
reduces the risk of misunderstanding and promotes
confidence. '63
Certainly the necessity of these measures illustrates that a security community does not

yet exist, but the same measures could contribute towards the establishment of the
conditions which Deutsch cites as necessary for the formation of a security community.

In fact, the degree of specificity and the attention to detail in the notification conditions
and schedule undencore the importance ascribed to mutual predictability and shows that
Deutsch's case for mutuai predictability as a condition of a security community is borne

out here.

In the development of the CSCE,not only did the Stockholm conference spawn a
Confidence and Secmity Building Measures regime, but more significantly, it also
became a CSBM in and of i t ~ e l f . 'The
~ success of negotiations withïn the CSCE context
at a t h e when the INF and START negotiations had failed, and the coming-together of

Soviet and Amencan policies165
which permitted the successful outcome increased
confidence in the CSCE process. Expectations that issue linkage and political trade-offs
could be made within the context of the CSCE to result in reasonable, if not optimal,
negotiated outcornes on the part of both East and West were strengthened. Most
importantly perhaps, during a period of somewhat fiosty relations between East and West
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first at Madrid and then at Stockholm, the shared value or expectation that what were
essentialiy state-level conflicts in Europe could be resolved within the CSCE fiamework

was f k t sustained and then strengthened.

The final meeting which will be dealt with in this chapter is the Viema meeting of
November 4, 1986 to January 19, 1989. The Vienna meeting was significant for a
number of reasons. F h t , it recognised that the Stockholm Document was a "politically
signincant achievement and that its measures are an important step in efforts aimed at
~ stands out among al1 the
reducing the rkk of military confrontation in ~ u r o p e . " ' ~This
other language about "reaffimiing", "noting", "stressing" because it narrowly defines the

airn of the CSBMs in terms of military security. The quantifiable noms which were
created were of a military nature. Second, "for the fïrst tirne al1 participants, including
the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact States, accepted a continuous monitoring
mechanism..., allowing other States to raise suspected human rights abuses at any
fime.w167

This was very relevant to the strengthening of the CSCE because disagreement
over the normative nature of the human dimension and whether they were an intemal
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matter or something which affected common secunty had always been one of the
h d a m e n t d issues between East and West.

This convergence of understanding,

expectations and shared values (at least rhetorically) significantly strengthened the CSCE.

Findly, the Vie-

meeting set the stage for another series of foilow-up meetings M e r

to develop cofidence and security building measures and conventional arms control,'"
as well as for on-going meetings on human rights.

Until this point in its development, the CSCE had been little more than a series of
meetings. With each meeting, there seemed to be a greater expectation that a friture
follow-up meeting would be scheduled. Up to and including the Madrid meetings, the
participants had linle in common; the most they shared was that they each wanted to

achieve an objective, and the CSCE provided an opportunity for negotiations to occur.
With the possible exception of the N+N countries, who wanted the Conference to be a

success and to continue from the outset, the states of East and West were fulfilling shortterm goals at the meetings.

The same might be argued of the Stockholm meetings, in which each group of
states pursued its own goals in accordance with its own interpretation of the importance

of confidence and security building rneasures. The East, on the one hand, sought to gain
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politicai m e m e s , and the West, on the other han& purnied military and technical
objectives. Despite the constant unity of rhetoric about "peace and security" as comrnon
aims, the motivating factors, intentions, and differing objectives clearly undermine any
suggestion of unity of purpose or common values, with the possible exception of the
desire to avoid armed conflict and war. Although there is no security comunity à-laDeutsch, the process of the meetings and the CSBM outcorne do contribute towards and
strengthen the pre-conditions of mutuai responsiveness and mutual predictability which
Deutsch describes.

However, as the CSCE moved towards institutiondisation, the likelihood of
follow-up meetings depended less and l e s on the moods and agendas of the superpowers.

in Madrid, then Stockholm, and finally Vienna, the CSCE demonstrated that it was a
forum in which eastern and western actors' could pursue their individual interests by
linking issues in negotiation and accepting a 'give and take' with the expectation that the
other side wouid reciprocate based on similar expectations and, if not a shared value, at
least a shared desire for the avoidance of war. Moreover, there was a shared interest and
desire in preserving the system and the statu quo. The shared expectation that state-level
conflict would be resolved through issue linkage and political trade-offs within the CSCE

in order to maintain military security in Europe would ultirnately permit the OSCE model
for comrnon and cornprehensive security in Europe. The opportunity to build a model for
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Negotiations on the Treaty on Conventional Amied Forces in Europe (CFE)opened in
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common and comprehensive security in Europe dong the iines of the OSCE received a
powerful impetus with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the breakdown of the cold
war order.

Chapter 3
The OSCE

The collapse of the Soviet Union, the tearing-down of the Berlin Wall, and the
end of the division of Europe into eastem and western blocs changed the security
landscape in Europe dramatically. Many have c d e d this change the end of the cold war.
Michael Cox has labelled it the end of the second cold war and the beginning of the
second superpower détente,Iw and Allen Lynch calls it the collapse of the post-cold war
order."' Confionted with this change in the security landscape, regardless of whether it
was desirable, groups, organisations, institutions and alliances concerned with security in

Europe, including the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), were
forced to re-examine and re-evaluate their roles and missions.

For the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, the re-examination
and re-evaluation resulted in efforts to change the CSCE7srole and structure, beginning at

the Paris Conference of 1990. At meetings in Paris, Helsinki, Rome, Budapest and
Lisbon between 1990 and 1996, an institutional Eramework was created, lending
permanence to what had until then been little more than a series of meetings. At
meetings held in 1994, it was decided that the Conference on Security and Cooperation in

' 6 9 MichaeI Cox "Fmm the Truman Doctrine to the Second Superpower Detente: The Rise and
Fa11 of the Cold War," in Journal of Peace Research, Vol. 27, no. 1, 1990. Pp. 25-4 1
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Europe be renamed the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)to
reflect its institutionalisation. During this period of institutionalisation, the OSCE's d e

in crisis management and codict prevention was expanded, as was its membership. This
was made possible by the new politico-security environment in Europe. The OSCE grew
to encompass fifty-five states, consisting of al1 the states of Europe, al1 of the members of
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS),Georgia, Canada, and the United

tat tes. '"

The CSCE was the manifestation and consokiation of the cold war settlement of
the early 1970s which Lynch descnbes in The Cold War is Over ... Again. Specifically,
both East and West came to see the CSCE as forum in which the sram quo of the
division of territory, power and influence in Europe could be preserved, and in which
matters of realpolitik could be negotiated and resolved peacefully by linking issues. The
neutral and non-aligned countries, while having slightiy different perspectives, also came
to see the CSCE as a mechanism for preserving the status quo and for negotiating issues

through M a g e politics. The CSCE developed and some argue became "regirne-like"
because it was the only security forum in which al1 states of Europe had an interest and a
stake and was therefore the only forum in which negotiation based on the Iinkage of
issues of relevance to al1 states of Europe could occur. In fact, although the CSCE may in

fact have developed many "regime-like" characteristics, it is not a regime, but instead is
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an organisation which, to use a developmental metaphor, was socialised by the politico-

security environment in whkh it was born and raised and which inherited its
characteristics fiom that environment.

The CSCE continued to be susceptible to changes in the politico-securîty context

in which it operated, and thus the dramatic events of 1989-1991 had a significant impact.
The opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the unification of Gemany in 1990, and the
disbandhg not only of the Warsaw Pact but d s o of the Soviet Union in 1991 have greatly
affected the politico-security environment in Europe, and therefore the CSCE. Contrary
to the rhetoric, however, these changes did not introduce what the Charter of Park calls in
its subtitle a "new era of democracy, peace and d t y . " Rather, as we have witnessed in

recent years, there has been an increase in hctious tensions based on ethnicity and
nationalism, not to mention a resurgence of more traditional security concerns arnong the
states of eastem Europe. Walter Lippmann makes an interesting observation:
We can best separate appearance fiom the redity, the
transient fiom the permanent, the significant from the
episodic, by Iooking backward whenever we look fonvard.
There is no great mystery why this should be: the facts of
geography are permanent.. .thus successive generations of
men tend to face the same r e c m n t problems and to react
to them in more or less habitua1 ways."'
Although there were great changes in Europe between 1989 and 1991, these resulted in

many ways in a less rather than more secure securïty environment. Thus despite a new
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politicai environment which was conducive to a more cooperative approach, issues of

realpolitik such as the re-establishment and division of influence and power, and the
preservation of interests, continued to motivate actors. The United States (and western
Europe generally) and Russia especially were motivated by what might be called their
traditional cold war interests, and the states of eastern Europe which had not had much of
a Say during the cold war were greatly aEected by their desire to preserve their security
and to influence any new division of Europe. Similady, the neutral and non-aligned

states were interested in the preservation of peace and of the s t a t u quo, and continued to
see the CSCE as a forum in which they could influence issues in European politics and
security.

The CSCE 1 OSCE is primarily concemed with realpolitik - with matters of
security and the maintenance of peace. With the collapse of the post-cold war setîlement
described by Lynch and the resurgence of ethnic tensions, nationalism and the general
condition of greater instability, security concems were in many respects more important

than ever. The rules and procedures, the operation of the CSCE, however, changed
significantiy as it was ùistitutionalised.173 This was possible because of the more
cooperative political environment in Europe. Thus the institutionalisation of the CSCE
demonstrates that although operational change occurred within the CSCE in response to

a new political environment in Europe, the over-arching function and aims of the
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organisation itself remained unchanged because the principles and ideals which had
originally underpinned it were more important than ever in a security environment which

if anything was more complex and less secure than that which previously existeci.

In 1990, two cntically important agreements were reached within the framework

of the CSCE process. On 12 September, 1990, the Treaty on the Final Settiement with
respect to Germany was signed in Moscow, paWig the way for the unification of
Germany in October 1990. The Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE),
a signrficant amis control agreement concemed with placing limits on non-nuclear

ground and air forces fÎom the Atlantic to the Ural Mountains, was signed on 19
November 1990.'" The CFE, for which the OSCE was not solely responsible, is in some

ways a naturd extension of the confidence and security building measures negotiated in
Madrid, Stockholm and Viema, and it is ofien referenced in CSCE documents with

reference to its role in increasing confidence and security-building measures within the

CSCE area.

The success of these negotiations, which grew partially out of previous
Confidence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs) developed within the CSCE
process, provided an irnpetus for negotiations to institutiondise the CSCE and to give it

associated Ianguage is because the Organisation constantly uses it itself, when it fact it needs considerable
qualification.
"4
OSCE. Fact Sheet

continued relevance in the new European security environment. There was a wiii not
only to ensure that the CSCE continued to work, but also to attempt to make it work
better. Russia sought an increased role for the CSCE in managing European security and
hoped to use it to weaken the role of NATO. The United States in particular and the
West in general employed it to divert the attention of the eastem states fiom the issue of

NATO and especially of NATO expansion. The uncertainty regarding the future role of
other European security organisations such as NATO and the WEU also hastened the
institutional process, especidly with many central and eastem European states applying

for membership.

The British Infornation Senrice calls the Charter of Paris for a New E u r o ~ ,
b'sometimesdubbed the 'European Magna Carta' and adopted on 2 1 November 1990 at
the first summit meeting since Helsinki, "the most significant document since the Final

Act itself." "' OSCE documentation agrees, stating that the Charter of Paris "marked the
turning point in the history of the CSCE in the post-cold war era, serving as a transition

for the CSCE fiom its role as a forum for negotiation and dialogue to an active
operational str~cture.''"~In reading the Charter, it becornes evident from the tone that the

CSCE is attempting to shifi fkom discussion to action. The document retains the original
principles of sovereignty, equality, security, econornic cooperation and human rights, and
expands upon them. The declaration, subtitled, A New Era of Democracv. Peace and

"*
-

British Information Services. Backmund Briefi Organisation for Securih, and Cooperation
In Europe Chronolom of the First 20 Years. Febmary 1996.

Unitv is forward-looking with an eye to ensuring that participating nations abide by the
principles of the Final Act and of the Charter, not only in words, but aiso in deeds. These
claims to some extent lack credibility in that the Organisation continued to lack viable
enforcement capabilities, and, in spite of the unity of rhetoric, there was not agreement on
the role that the OSCE should play in European security.

Apart fiom the establishment of an institutional structure for the CSCE, the

Charter of Paris is not tembly momentous. in spite of the rhetoric about the
transfomations occurring in Europe and the great potential for the 'Wew Europe" to
which the title alludes, al1 of the changes put forth are essentially functional. That is to
say, while many of the operational procedures and processes are altered and strengthened

by the creation of an institutional structure, in the language of regime theory, these

represent changes within a regime. The aims and ideals of the CSCE rernained unaltered
in any significant way. The CSCE was a forum in which negotiation and linkage politics
could occur; it was concemed with the maintenance of security and order in Europe; it
sought peaceful change; and it recognised and Iegitimised the participation of the United
States and Russia (as the successor state of the Soviet Union) in European security
affâirs. On this latter point, for instance, the Charter of Paris states clearly that "the
participation of both North Arnencan and European States is a fundamentai characteristic
of the CSCE."'" The CSCE, throughout its institutionalisation, would remain very much
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concemed with the allocation of d e s , the division of power, the prevention of
hegemony, and the maintenance of peace (arguably, the maintenance of many aspects of
the statu quo) in Europe.

Despite the fact that regime theory has made such an enornous contribution, and
despite the fact that the OSCE saw itself as an organisation moving towards becoming a
regime, or as having regime-like aspirations, the earlier, if less precise, theory of
p l d i s t i c security commUtÙties remains very useful in explaining the role of the OSCE

in the new European security architecture. This new security architecture requires more
commonality,mutual understanding, and mutual responsiveness. The secunty
community literature draws attention to and underscores the hopefid prospects associated
with the OSCE. The OSCE, at least at the rhetoncal level, is the only organisation that

has the support of all everybody and which is, if not a security community, a mdimentary
comrnunity nonetheless. The vague organisational fonn of this community is the OSCE.
While regime theory can at times be used to explain many of the regime-like qualities of
the OSCE, and in some instances the way in which it hctions, and even its place in the
so-cailed "interlocking web of security regimes" in Europe, Deutsch's theory enables a
better understanding of the role which the OSCE strives to play, and the optimism and
idealism which drive the missions and activities coordinated by the Ofice for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights,the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, and
the High Commissioner on National Minorities.

hplicit in the Charter of Paris for the first time was the notion of common or
cooperative security. Aithough it was not to be labeiled as such and W e d to the CSCE

until the 1994 Budapest Conference, the idea first appears in 1990: "Security is
indivisible and the security of every participating State is inseparably linked to that of al1

Of course, this recognition did not convert the CSCE into a viable
the other~.""~
organisation for imposing security (or even order). The institutions which were created
under the Charter of Paris strengthened cooperation and facilitated and enhanced CSBMs.
They were all, however, based on consultation, discussion, and observation. At best, they

aim for preventative security measures. T'usthe CSCE remained unable to provide hard
(military) security guarantees. The institutions created did, nonetheless, strengthen the
CSCE, and the increased emphasis on active preventative measures and strengthened
cooperation were permitted by the new political context. That these measures were
necessary was indicative of the increasing, rather than decreasing, pressure of security
concerns within the CSCE area in this new era of apparent peace and stability.

As part of the move towards institutionalisation, the foundation was laid in the
Charter of Paris, in keeping with Basket IV of the Helsinki Final Act, for follow-up

meetings of the Heads of State or Government. In 1990, it was determined that the next
meeting would be held in Helsinki in 1992. Later, in the Helsinki Decisions section of
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the 1992 Helsinki Summit Declarations, it was decided to fornalise the follow-up
meeting process:
(1) Meetings of Heads of State or Govemment, as laid
d o m in the Charter of Paris, will take place, as a d e ,
every two years on the occasion of review conferences,
(2) They will set priorities and provide orientation at the
highest political 1eve1."~
Review conferences were established to prepare policy documents for adoption by the

Heads of State or Govemment, and to consider steps for strengthenùig the CSCE
process.'" The last summit meeting, held at Budapest in 1994, fornalised the
institutionaiisationof the CSCE by changing its name to the Organisation for Security

and Cooperation in Europe(0SCE) effective January 1, 1995.

The ianguage of the Charter of Paris is ambitious in contrast to that of the Final
Act: The Helsinki Accords had member states "reafnmiing their cornmitment to peace,
security and justice and the continuhg fkiendly relations and cooperation;""' the Charter
of Paris says that these and other precepts of democracy and fundamental human rights
form the "bedrock on which we will seek to constnict the new ~urope.""~ The CSCE
will "develop mechanisms for the prevention and resoiution of conflicts among the
paaicipating states" and wiil "intensiQ consultations at al1 level~.""~In these first stages

CSCE Hetsinki Document 1992. The Challenges o f Change: Helsinki Summit Declaration.
ibid

Section 15 o f the Helsinki Final Act in Maresca, p. 250
Charter of Paris, p. 3

Ibid p. 4, 13

of the institutionalisation of the CSCE, the Charter still referred to strengthening the
CSCE Process, but it is evident that that the structures and mechanisms which are put in
place by the Charter contributed greatly towards making the CSCE into a viable
(although not necessarily effective) international organisation. It is worth noting that the
language employed is more reminiscent of the hopeful, idealist language of the security

community literature, which tends to be finnly ernbedded in liberal idealism, than it is
that of regime theory.

Under the section, 'Wew Structures and Institutions of the CSCE Process," the
Charter of Paris established standing institutions such as the Conflict Prevention Centre
in Viema, the Office for Free Elections in Warsaw, and the Secretariat in Prague.
Additionally, three main political consultative bodies were established:
The Council of Ministen consisting of foreign ministen
fiom the participating States; a Cornmittee of Senior
Officiais to assist the Council and manage day-to-day
business; and regular s&t
meetings of heads of State or
Government.
Findly, "recognizing the important role parliamentarians can play in the CSCE process,"
the Charter called for the creation of a CSCE Parliamentary Assembly (PA) "involving
members of parliaments fi-omal1 participating states.""*

'@OSCE Fact Sheet.
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Charter of Paris, p. 15

The Parliamentary Assembly met for the first time in Budapest in 1993, after a
preliminary meeting in Madrid in April of 1991.lW Sessions are held once a ~ d iny

July, and a series of declarations and resolutions "which serve to b

~ attention
g
to

important international issues and reinforce govemmental cornpliance to OSCE
commitments" is issued.'" The fact that resolutions in the Parliamentary Assembly are
passed by simple majority, and not by the consensus rule required in the OSCE Council,
often results in declarations on topics more controversial and hiture-onented than those
with which other OSCE bodies are dealing.'MThe Assembly does much of its work in
three cornmittees, each of which mirrors one of the first three Baskets of the Helsinki
Accords.

Withui this committee structure, the Parliamentary Assembly undertakes a varîety
of missions and reporting. The aim of the missions varies, but they are typically directed
at fact-fmding or building-up contacts with parliaments, governrnents, organisations, and
representatives of ethnic communities in member states.'" In recent years, for instance,
there have been missions to Turkey and to the Former Yugoslavia. More commonly, the
Parliamentary Assembly conducts election monitoiing designed to assess the political and
legd background of an election, as well as its democratic character. Although it is
labelled "monitoring," this process is effectively one of "soft" enforcement of the n o m s

OSCE Pariiarnentary Assembly. Creation of the Parliamentaw Assemblv. OSCE Horne Page
lS7
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and principles of the OSCE. Members of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly have
monitored and reported on elections in a variety of countries since 1994,'" including

three Rwian elections, and have duly reported on what they have witnessed. For many
of the new govemments, a negative report indicatuig that an election was not fairly and
democratically elected could lead to withdrawal of international recognition and is
therefore a very real concem. Conversely, a favourable report lends legitimacy to the
process and the outcorne. It is this international scrutiny and sanction which serves as a
form of "soft" norm enforcement which the OSCE can wield.

The necessity of a mechanism, even one as weak this, for enforcing the n o m of
human nghts and democratic values is important. Notice how when it cornes to the need

for mechanisms to enforce the values of the Organisation, the rnechanisms and their terms

of reference are sufficiently vague that they are better understood with the security
community framework, than by the security regime model, under which one would
expect more fomal, rigidly stnictured arrangement. Although al1 of the states of the

OSCE profess to adhere to the same core values, and although the newer members from
eastem Europe may in fact aspire to those values enunciated in the Helsinki Accords and

more recent documents, it is clear that within many of those states there is not yet a
compatibility of major values, nor a common ''way of life." Official international
election m o n i t o ~ gis not, for instance, required to lend credence and legitimacy to the
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In alphabeticai order: Annenia, Azerbaijan, Belanis (twice), Bosnia and lienegovina,
BuIgaria, Croatia (twice), Estonia, Macedonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan (twice), Latvia, Moldova, Romania,

results of elections in either the western European or North Amencan OSCE states.

There, it is accepted by the international comunity, democratic values are what Charles
Taylor calls a "common meaning." The same is not felt to be tme in the eastem
European states, nor in Russia; it is still felt that without careful s u p e ~ s i o nand scrutiny,

many will still attempt to retum to the 'old ways of doing things.' Witness, for example,
the difficulties encountered in Albania in mid-May of 1997 when several parties

threatened to boycott elections scheduled for 29 une.'^' Similady, a recent report makes
a "hard-hittîng assessrnent of the Belamian authorities' attitude towards and treatment of
Evidently the very first
human rights, democratic institutions and media fkeed~rn."'~~
condition which Deutsch stipulates must be present prior to integration, the compatibility
of major values, cannot yet be considered to exist among dl of the states of the OSCE
area. However, through its mechanisms of n o m enforcement, the OSCE may contribute
towards the creation of such a compatibility; that is to say, the OSCE may help to bring
about a shift in values.

Continuing with the examination of the structure of the OSCE, its central
decision-making and goveming body is the Ministerial Council, consisting of Ministers

of Foreign Affairs who are required to rneet at least once a year. The location and
chaimianship of the meetings is rotated through the member countries in keeping with the
procedures established by the Final Recornmendations. This Council, originally known

Russia (three times), Ukraine, Uzbekistan.
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as the CSCE Council when it was established by the Charter of Paris, has k e n

strengthened by both the 1992 Helsinki Summit Declarations and the 1994 Budapest
Document, Towards a Genuine Partnenhi~in a New

It is this latter document

which changes the name to the Ministerial Council. The Helsinki Document tasks the
Council with ensuring that '%e various CSCE activities relate closely to the central
political goals of the CSCE."'"

EssentialIy, it is the Ministenal Council which provides

direction to both the Permanent Council and the Senior C o u n ~ i l . ' ~ ~

The Senior Council, which m e t s a minimum of two times per year in Prague,'%
"discuss[es] and set[s] forth policy and broad budgetary guidelines."'"

It continues its

,
and CO-ordinationas prescribed by the 1992 Helsinki
duties of o v e ~ e wmanagement
Document (Sections 1-94 1). When the Senior Council is not in session, the Permanent
Council, meeting in Viema and composed of the permanent representatives of the
participating states, is the regular body for political consultation and decision-rnaki~~g.'~~
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The following sections of each document deal with the Council: Section 1-A of the
"Supplementary Document to give effect to certain provisions contained in the Charter of Paris for a New
Europe," in the Charter of Paris for a New Euro~e,p. 20; Sections 1-6-8 of the "Helsinki Decisions"
contained in Helsinki Document 1992. The Challenges of Change: Helsinki Surnrnit Dedaration. p. 13;
Section 1-16 of "Strengthening the CSCEn in the Budapest 1994: Towards A Genuine Partnership in a New
Ear, p. 2.
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CSCE. Helsinki Document 1992. p. 13 Sections 1-7
The 1994 Budapest Document renarned the Cornmittee of Senior Officiais (CSO) the Senior
Council. The Permanent Cornmittee became the Permanent Council by virtue of the sarne document.
Sections 1- 17- 18, in "Strengthening the CSCE."
1%
The Senior Council is also convened as the Economic Forum.
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The Permanent Council was created in December 1993 to expand "the possibilities for
political consultation, dialogue and decisionmaking on a weekly b a ~ i s . " ' ~These
~
fiequent meetings, and the establishment in both the Permanent Council and the OSCE as
a whole, of well-defined predictable decision-making procedures contribute towards an
increasing capacity for mutual responsiveness, which Deutsch cites as a condition of
integration. Moreover, these measures build confidence and security in the OSCE as a
regirne, and as a consequence also within the OSCE area.

The Helsinki Sumrnït Declaration in 1992 established the CSCE Fonun for
Security Cooperation (FSC), which was to work closely with the C o d i c t Prevention
Centre. The forum meets weekly in Vienna and is to consult on "concrete measures
aimed at strengthening security and stability throughout ~ u r o p e . "The
~ ~objectives of the

FSC are outlined in the 1992 Helsinki Document, Sections 1-414:
(8) ...to staa a new negotiation on arms control,
dismament and confidence and security building,
(12) They [states] will address the question of the
hannonkation of obligations agreed among participating
States under the various existing instruments conceming
arms control, disannament and confidence and securityb~ilding.'~'
In addition, the FSC is to undertake regular consultations on mattee of security and is to
endeavour M e r to reduce the risk of conflicts.
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Coordination, consultation and executive decisions are made on behalf of the
Senior and Permanent Councils by the Chairman-in-Office (CIO), who is the Foreign
W s t e r of the State which arranged the Iast Minifierial Council Session.202The CIO,
presently Polish Foreign Minister Bronislaw Geremek, is assisted by the Troika,
consisting of the preceding and succeeding CIO, by ad hoc cornmittees and steering
groups, and, fbally, by personal representatives chosen by the CIO and given a specific
mandate. The term of the Chainnanship is typicaiiy one year, at the end of which tirne a
meeting of Heads of State and Govemment is held.

In December 1993, the CSCE Council established the post of Secretary Generai,
and strengthened the Vienna Secretariat. "The Secretary General is appointed by the

Ministerial Council for a period of three years ...and acts as the representative of the
CIO... in al1 activities airned at fuifilling the goals of the OS CE."^'^ The Secretary
General, currently Arnbassador Giancarlo Aragona of Italy, who was appointed in June
1996, is the OSCE's Chief Administrative Officer and thus manages al1 OSCE structures

and operations.
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Paris, Helsuiki and Budapest Suxrunit Declarations
OSCE. Fact Sheet.

Operathg immediately under the Secretary General and responsible for a i l

quotidian operations is the Secretariat in Vienna It is divided into four departrnents:
Conference SeMces, responsible for al1 interpretation, documentation and protocol;
Administration and Budget, which manages personnel policies, finances and
administrative services; Chaïman-&Office Support, which handles the preparation of
meetings, press and public information, the economic dimension and contact with other
organisations; and the Conflict Prevention Centre which is responsible for confidence and
security building measures (CSBM), mission support, the peaceful settlement of disputes
and support to conflict prevention a c t i v i t i e ~ . ~ ~

At the 1992 Helsinki Summit, the participating states decided to establish a High
Commissioner on National Minonties, operating out of The Hague. Netherlands Minister
of State Max van der Stoel was appointed as the fïrst High Commissioner in Decernber
1992, and the office began operations in Ianuary 1993. The 1992 Helsinki Declaration
mandates the High Commissioner to act as an "instrument of conflict prevention at the
earliest possible stage," and to "provide 'early warning7and, as appropnate, 'early action'
at the earliest possible stage in regard to tensions involving national minority issues...,QOS
The 1994 Budapest Declaration calls for increased support to the High Commissioner,
and M e r effort on the part of states to implement the recommendations of that office.206

In 1995, the Ministerial Conference decided to renew Mr. Van der Stoel's mandate until

'" See Organisational Chan
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CSCE. Helsinki Document 1992. Sections II- 1-37 p. 17-24

the end of 1998, and he is presently actively involved in eleven situations, mostiy in
eastem ~urope." The High Commissioners role has k e n feaffirmed, and he is mandated

to "conduct on-site missions and to engage in preventative diplomacy among disputants
at the earliest stages of tension," and to "...promote dialogue, confidence and cooperation
between them."2m It is difficult to detemiine what substantive impact the High
Commissioner on National Minorities has actually had, though it c m be said that the
active role which he is m

g to play has succeeded in creating the expectation that areas

of tension will be kept under scrutiny and will be reported upon to the member states.
This constitutes in many ways another means by which the OSCE c m enforce its n o m ,
which is important for the preservation and enhancement "soft" security.

The Office for Free Elections, created by the Charter of Paris in 1990, becarne the
Oflice for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) when its mandate was
expanded by the meeting in Prague of the CSCE Council in January 1992.209The ODIHR
was directed in 1992 to "act as a clearing house on a broad range of human rights topics,
establish contacts with non-govemmental organisations (NGOs) and cooperate with other
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CSCE. Budapest Document 1994 Section 1-2 1 p.2
In alphabetical order: Aibania (Greek population), Croatia (inter-ethnic relations), Estonia
(Russian speaking population), Hungary (Slovak minority), Kazakstan (inter-ethnic relations), Kyrgyzstan
(inter-ethnic relations), Latvia (Russian speaking population), Rornania (Hungarïan minority), Slovakia
(Hungarian minority), Macedonia (Albanian popuIation), Ukraine (situation in Crimea).
108
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institutions engaged in similar ~ork.'"'~Subsequently,the 1992 summit at Helsinki
assigned the additional task of monitoring the "irnplementations of commitments in the

Human Dimension," including the building of democratic institutions2I' Both the High
Commissioner on National Minorities and the Office for Democratic Institutions and

Human Rights have k e n active in virtuaily every country in central and eastem Europe,
including Russia.

It is interesting to note that the 1992 Helsinki summit sought to enhance the role

of the CSCE in aspects of "bard'' security. Section III of the Declaration provided the
necessary foundation for the CSCE to initiate fact-finding and rapporteur missions, as
well as peacekeeping operations to prevent and manage conflicts. The 1992 Summit
Document envisioned peacekeeping operations being employed to, inter alia, "supervise
and help maintain cease-fws, to monitor troop withdrawals, to support the maintenance
of law and order, to provide humanitarian and medical aid and to assist refugee~.""~
This is a long way fiom the origins of the CSCE when there was hardly even agreement
on whether or not to meet again, and is possibly due to the increased cooperation which is
possible in the new political context.
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The participating states were readily implementing changes which implied the
existence of some common values, beliefs n o m and expectations that facilitated
cooperation. The institutional structure which was created served to strengthen the
Organisation by enhancing d e s and operating procedures, and by providing mechanisms

and bodies for carrying out the mandate of the institution. Additiodly, the formal
organisational structure increased communications and contacts and thereby served as a
confidence and security building measure. However, the reaïpolitik interests of the
mernber states of the Organisation are rarely compatible on issues more specific than the
general desire to avoid war, and this fact, in spite of the changes cited here, makes it
difficult for even the institutionalised OSCE to be considered a strong security regime or
a security community. Nevertheless, a weak "security community" rnight be considered
to be present on the basis of very limited common values, mutual responsiveness, and
rnutually predictable behaviour. Unlike security regime theory, Deutsch's approach
pemiits a minimisation of the role played by rational self-interest, and thus enables an

understanding of the continued idedistic drive of the OSCE and its contribution to
general conditions of "soft" security which the institution cm make in the face of
apparent conflicts among the national interests of member states.

Pnor to outlining the developments in the OSCE resuiting from the Budapest
Summit in 1994 and the Lisbon Summit in 1996, it is important to observe that despite al1
of the changes made during its institutionalisation since 1990, the role of the Organisation
vis-a-vis other sec*

organisations in Europe had not yet been determined. In the

greater context, in other words, no new "settlement" or division of influence and power in
Europe had yet been agreed upon. The specifics of the debate surrounding this division
and a discussion of the role of the OSCE with respect to other security organisations in
Europe will be elaborated in the next chapter. For the moment, it is important to
recognise the importance of the fact that this debate and negotiation was able to occur
within the OSCE, and that the settlement is put forward and later consolidated in 1994
Budapest Summit Declaration, and the 1996 Lisbon Summit Declaration, respectively.

At issue were the various perceptions of the OSCE7sutility, and these were and continue
to be Iinked to the political and military context of European security. More precisely,
debate about the OSCE's role and utility in European security occurred within the context

of the issues surrounding NATO and its expansion, and these will be discussed at greater
length in the following chapter.

In the 1994 Budapest Summit Declarations, the OSCE puts foward its goal of
building a "genuine security partnership among dl participating States, whether or not
they are members of other security organization~.~~~~'
The paragraph continues, putting
forth the guiding principle of common and cornprehensive security: ". ..we will be guided
by the CSCEyscornprehensive concept of security and its indivisibility, as well a s by our

cornmitment not to pursue national seclnity interests at the expense of others.""'
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This is

strengthened by the Code of Conduct on Politico-Militaw Aswcts of Securi~rissued
December 3, 1994, in which it is stated that OSCE:

...remah convinced that security is indivisible and that the
security of each of hem is inseparably linked to the
security of al1 others. They will not strengthen their
security at the expense of the security of other States. They
will pursue their own security intetests in conformity with
the common effort to strengthen security and stability in the
CSCE area and beyond.'"
The rejection of the realist notion of zero-nim security which is implicit in these
statements is perrnitted by the conceptualisation of common security.

As Michael Mandeibaum describes it, common se~uri#'~is characterised by two

defining features. The first is the "absence of state-level causes of conflict.""'

words, "the motives for fighting that are rooted in domestic politics are gone.""'

In other
Second,

under common security states recognise "the fact of anarchy and the potential for conflict
to which it gives rise, leading to concrete measures to address it."219 The concrete
measures to which Mandelbaum refers in descnbing the bbcommonsecurity order in postCold War Europe" include the confidence and security building rneasures of the OSCE,

and the series of arms control accords beginning with the agreement on intermediateRange Nuclear Forces in Europe of December 1987 and culminating in the second

Code o f Conduct on Politico-Militarv Aswets o f Securiw. 1994. Paragraph 3.
There is some debate in the academic community about the distinctions, if any, arnong
comrnon, cooperative and comprehensive security. The OSCE seems to use the tems interchangeably
here.
Mandelbaum, p. 75
*la Ibid
"9
Ibid. p. 76
ILS OSCE.
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Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START II) of January 1993.** Mandelbaum's thesis is
that in the absence of state-level offensive conflict, armarnents are the main system-level
cause of conflict in an anarchic system, and thus by adopting a posture of "defense
dominance" - Le. mutual reduction of annament types and levels to the point where there
can be no doubt that they are purely defensive in nature

-

and by promoting transparency

among those armarnents that are lefk, conflict can be avoided and a common security
order will result."'

Mandelbaum's concepnialisation is problematic in that it can be argued that a
common security order does not exist among the states of eastem Europe beyond the
level of rhetoric and that this fact and the consequent realities of realpolirik have led
those states to seek membership in NATO. The result has been that linkage politics and
negotiation c m occur most successfully inthe context of NATO and its affiliateci
councils and partnerships, and that together this combination of circumstances and
consequences has resulted in a marginalised role for the OSCE within the European
security architecture. Al1 of this is not to Say, however, that the OSCE cannot and does
not play a role in helping to bring about the conditions which Deutsch establishes for the
existence of a security cornmunity.

z0
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Ibid,p. 81
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The Budapest documents, including the Code of Conduct on Politico-Militarv
Aspects of Security, and then the Lisbon Documents define, elaborate and consolidate
this common, comprehensive and cooperative view of security in Europe. The OSCE can
advance the notion of comrnon security, and does so, because it necessarily accepts the
view that the desire for state-level conflict in the OSCE area has been eliminated. By the
very act of their accession to the Helsinki Accords and the OSCE states must declare their
opposition to offensive, state-level conflicts. For the OSCE, to question this stated desire
of its members would be to cal1 into question the very premise of the Organisation. To
do so would Iead to the collapse not only of the Organisation, but also possibly of the
failure of the comrnon security order in Europe. It is this possibility of failure which
ensures that member states remain concerned with "hard" security issues, and which
places the OSCE in the shadow of NATO which is equipped to deal with those concems.
As Mandelbaum points out, even or perhaps especially for the West

NATO is a source of confidence ... in the event of the
failure of comrnon security. ...if Europe again becomes a
dangerous place, the Western Europeans can be confident
that the political structure on which their security rested
when conditions were similar, during the Cold War, will
remain in place."

The 1996 Lisbon Document is also pertinent to this analysis. In 1995 the
institutionalisation of the OSCE was complete, in so far as the establishment of structures
was concemed. The 1996 Lisbon Surnmit Declaration mainly reaffirms OSCE principles

and the importance of the CFE Treaty, as well as the structures established during the paçt

six yean. The member states also adopted the Lisbon Declaration on a Common and
Comprehensive Securitv Model for Europe for the Twentv-First Centurv. The
Declaration commits members to "transparency" in their actions and relations, making it
clear that al1 security arrangements should be "of a public nature, predictable and open,
and should correspond to the needs of individual and collective securit-y."".'

The arms

control process is defined as a "central security issue in the OSCE region," and the
decision of participating states to adapt it to the changing security environment in Europe
"'so as to contribute to common and indivisible security" is we~corned."~The Declaration

also describes the fiindamental elernents of the common security space which it puts
forward as the OSCE's goal: "the comprehensiveness and indivisibility of security and
the allegiance to shared values, comrnitments and noms of b e h a v i o ~ . "The
~ language
employed here, and the implicit aims and ide& of that language, are strikingly similar to
those of Deutsch when he describes the conditions of security comrnunities: compatibility
of major values, mutual predictability, and mutuai responsiveness.

These two documents, the Lisbon Summit Declaration and the Lisbon Declaration
on a Comrnon and Comprehensive Securitv Model for Eurom for the Twenty-First
Century, dong with various appendices and statements, together form the 1996 Lisbon
Document. nie document builds upon and consolidates the framework established at

" Ibid, p. 101
" Paragraph 9 of The Declaration
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. Lisbon Declaration on a Cornmon and Com~rehensiveSecuritv Model for Europe for
the Twentv-First Century. 1996. Paragraph 10.

Budapest in 1994. The Lisbon document emphasises the right of al1 member States to
choose or to change their security arrangements, "including treaties of alliance," at any
tirne, and makes it clear that neither the OSCE nor any other organisation occupies a
controlling or centrai role in European security: "Within the OSCE, no State,
organkation or grouping can have any superior responsibility for maintainhg peace and
stability in the OSCE region, or regard any part of the OSCE region as its sphere of
influence."n6 Further, the Lisbon Declaration on a Common and Comprehensive
Securi~
Model for Eurom "complements the mutuaily reinforcing efforts of other
European and transatlantic institutions and organizations in this field [of s e c ~ r i t ~ ] . " ~ '

The use of the word, "complernents" is again designed to highlight the non-hierarchical
role which the OSCE plays in European security and among the web of interlocking
security organisations and securïty regimes.

Finally, in examining the Lisbon Document, it is worth comrnenting on the
language which is employed, for ii is the language of regime theory and common
security. The Lisbon Declaration "reaffirms that we shall maintain only such military
capabilities as are cornmensurate with individual or collective legitimate security needs,"
and refers repeatedly to t r a n ~ ~ a r e n c y .With
~ ' respect to the language of regimes, the text
discusses 'lhe allegiance to shared values, commitments and noms of behaviour," and

2s
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OSCE. Lisbon Declarations on a Cornmon and Comprehensive Securitv Model for E w o ~ e
for the Twentv-First Century. Lisbon, 1996. Paragraph 7.
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lis& the principles of the OSCE as "'democracy, respect for human rights, fùndarnental
&doms and the rule of law, market economy and social j ~ s t i c e . "Thus
~ the OSCE
portrays itself as a regime, and puts forward its model for a common and comprehensive
security model in Europe.

The Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe in the end is not very
different fiom the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The new fùnctions
and language, and the new model for security were able to evolve because of the
transformation of the politicai context: greater cooperation and openness could occur.
The activities of the Organisation continue to be based on the same principles and ideals,
concemed with maintainhg peace and security and negotiating change and resolving
issues peacefully through linkage politics and negotiation. Although the language has
changea the eariier language of Deutsch, his Iiberal idea of security comrnunity,
continues to describe the OSCE and its aspirations. The OSCE now more than ever is
quite idealistic, and Deutsch's similady idealistic language and theory help us to
understand it.

Whether one interprets the changes which began to occur in 1989 in Europe as the
end of the cold war, or like Allen Lynch as the collapse of thepost-cold war order, it is
clear that the status quo was tramformed. New,autonomous, independent States emerged

OSCE. Lisbon Document. 1996. p. 8.

in eastern Europe; economies collapsed; communisrn and plamed econornies were
rejected in favour of democracy and capitalism. The OSCE, iike other organisations and
groups concemed with matters of politics, economics and security, had to adapt to the
new politico-security context. Specifically, the new context entailed greater political
cooperation and the attendant possibilities for stronger common institutional structures,
but it was also characterised by a more unstable, hctious and tense securîty situation.

Thus, between the Paris and Lisbon summits, the CSCE sought to strengthen itself

and to give itself structure. It recognised this change by saying that it had
"institutionalised," and in confirmation of this institutionalisation it renamed itself the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) effective January 1, 1995.
The OSCE expanded to encompass the new states of eastem Europe during this same
period, and developed new intemal offices, councils and structures to deal with its
expanded membership and the role which it hoped to play. These changes were in
response to the perceived new political environment.

The OSCE underwent no hdarnental transformation. Its business was the same
even if it went about it slightly differently, in a more "organised," stmctured fashion. In
other words, while the means of operating changed, the function of the Organisation did
not. New states signed-on to the Helsinki Accords and enunciated the original principles

and noms, and existing members continueci to do s a The OSCE remaineci a forum in
which issue-linkage and politicai trade-offs (e.g .NATO expansion, spheres of influence,
role of security organisations including the OSCE, actions in Bosnia-HerzegoWia) could
be made to avoid nate-level conflict and thereby attempt to build real (as opposed to
rhetoricai) common security.

Up to and including the Lisbon Summit, it is clear that the OSCE area does not
represent a security cornrnunity: there is only weak compatibility of major values despite
much rhetoric to the c ~ n t r a r yand
; ~ ~mutuai responsiveness is still lacking, as evidenced
by the reluctance to extend NATO and "hard" security guarantees or the lack of
enthusiasm for military intervention in Bosnia, and despite increasing interdependence in
political, econornic and security areas. That king said, the mutual predictability of
behaviour which Deutsch sets forth as a condition of integration continues to be enhanced

by the OSCE, and the confidence and security-building measures with which it is
associated. It is possible that a very weak "security community" exists among the
member States.

Throughout its institutionalisation, then, the nature of the OSCE has not changed:
it remains a confidence and security-building measure, albeit somewhat stronger than it

Even OSCE documentation such as the Lisbon Document, among others, and countlers
reports, acknowtedge that human rights, kedom of the press, democratic values and social justice are not
being respected in many countries who are members of the Organisation.

was in the p s t , in which states can p u m e political and military objectives through issuelinkage and political trade-offs with the expectation of peaceful, negotiated resolution .

While the institutionalisation of the OSCE and the concomitant modification of
procedures and day-to-day operations within the OSCE were enabled by, and occurred in
response to, the changes in the political context in Europe, no changes were made to the
nature, function and underpinning ideals of the Organisation. In spite of the perceived
changed in the security order in Europe, realpolitik concems seem to continue to
dominate state interests and to drive their actions.

In fact, because the changes in the security order emphasised issues of "hard"
security in the new, less stable environment, OSCE states continued to be motivated,
perhaps even more so, by realpolirik concerns. Since the OSCE could not satisfactorily
address these concerns, the real change provoked by the new security environment was
not in the nature of the OSCE, but rather in the importance ascnbed to the role which the
Organisation could play within the broader context of European security. This, then, is
the question addressed in the next chapter. Where does the OSCE fit in to the broader
European security architecture and the web of security arrangements in Europe?

Chapter 4
The OSCE within the European Security Architecture

"The revolutionary events of 1989 t h w overturned not the cold war order but
rather the pst-cold war order in East- West relationr. much to the swprise and
consternation of ne@ every government involved including thnt ofthe United States.
Consequently, those governments now confiontforces, in the f o m of Germany uniîy and
nationulism throughout Eastern Europe and the USSR, that the post-cold war order
contained very eficientb (ifat times brutally). "
-Allen Lynch, ï?ze Cold Win=is Over ... ~gain.231

Following the remarkable changes of 1989-1991, the OSCE established an
institutionalised structure which its new name reflects in response to the new era of
apparent political cooperation which the collapse of communism and the break-up of the
Soviet Union ushered in. But in spite of the new rhetoric of politicai cooperation, shared
values and goals, and despite the new political fieedoms which States and individuals
enjoyed, the OSCE area as a whole was more unstable, more fiactious, and less secure
than before. Thus the OSCE and the principles and n o m s of security upon which it
isbased, remained unaltered. As issues of "hard" security became of greater concem,
however, and as it became increasingly clear that the OSCE could not deal, and was not
going to be equipped to deal, with such concerns, the eRect of this new security

environment was to marginalise the OSCE. While the institution remains unchanged, its
effectiveness has been uadermined by the lesser role ascribed to it within the European
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security architecture. In examining the security context, it is clear that the seemingly
decreasing role of the OSCE is primarily due to the increasing emphasis and priority
placed on NATO and NATO expansion.

During the same penod in which the institutionalisation of the OSCE occurred,
and due to the same cooperative political context, other organisations were k i n g formed,

strengthened, and expanded to encompass new membership fiom eastem Europe. Due to
the often over-lapping membership among states in these organisations, an inter-locking

web of institutions covering economic, political and security areas began to take shape.
Together, this interlocking web of institutions constitutes confidence and securitybuilding measures; it hcreases political contact and transparency; it builds mutual
responsiveness and a sense of community; and contributes towards mutual predictability.

In short, the inter-locking web of institutions helps to strengthen some of the
characteristics and conditions which are necessary for common security, and which
Deutsch cites as necessary for integration. In the terms employed by Robert Keohane and
Joseph Nye in delineating a mode1 of complex interdependence, increasingly, "multiple
charnels connect societies.""'

Between 1989 and 1990, a ventable web of institutions had formed in Europe. On
the economic side, the OSCE haci, since the Charter of Paris, encouraged the

strengthening of ties among institutions and regimes such as the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe(ECE), the Bretton Woods Institutions, the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),the European Free
Trade Association (EFTA), and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(EBRD) and, primarily, the European Community."'

The relationship with these

organisations vis a vis the role of the OSCE was relaîively clear when compared with that

of the many security organisations and agreements.

On the security side, the friture of NATO was a contentious issue, and the West
was delaying a co&ontation over NATO expansion into the East with the creation of the
North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC) in 1991 and then the Partnenhip for Peace

(Pff) in 1993, to each of whîch Russia and the states of eastem Europe were invited to
accede. As Michael Mandelbaum argues, both the Council and the Partnership served as
confidence building measures, as well as to promote transparency.lw Neither, however,
offered the "hard" security guarantees which were being sought by the states of eastem
Europe. Only NATO could ofTer those, and the West was using the PfP and the NACC to
delay a decision on expansion and, if anything, was suggesting that expansion was not

Keohane and Nye. Power and Interdependence. Canada and the United States: Little, Brown
and Company, 1977. P. 24
233 See the Charter of Paris, p. 1 I
* Mandelbaum, p. 101
U2

likely in the near f ù t ~ r e .Further,
~~
under no circumstances did the West seek a role for

the OSCE in areas of "hard" security which would ciiminish the utility and viability of

NATO, especially if such as role would mean extending security guarantees. The
reluctance of the United States, Britain, France, Gennany and other NATO couniries to
become militarily involved in the Bosnian crisis, the discord arnong NATO allies over
what would represent a "just" settiement, and the general ineffectiveness of NATO in
Bosnia highlight the potentiai problems with which a much stronger OSCE offering
"hard" security mechanisms would have to deaLu6 The reluctance of the NATO states to
become involved also demonstrates the lack of "we-feeling" in the OSCE area as a

whole; there is little "mutual responsiveness" or "sense of community" in the Deutschian
sense among these c o m m ~ n i t i e s . ~ ~

Even less anxious than the West to see NATO expand and extend its Article V
security guarantees to states in eastern Europe was Russia. For Rusia, the OSCE and the
debate and proposais leading-up to the Budapest Surnmit in 1994 were an oppominity to
re-shape the role of the OSCE and to give it a pre-erninent role in European security.

US

In fact expansion would not be approved until July of 1997 in Madrid, when NATO would
authorize negotiations with Poland, Hungary, and the Czeck Republic. StilI, this approval did not indicate
the expansion of NATO as the States have yet to accede to the NATO at the tirne of writing.
236
See Mandelbaum, Chapter 3: "Expansionnfor a discussion of the issues surroundhg NATO
expansion in the context o f the Bosnian conflict.
237
Deutsch. P. 129

The proposais addressed Russia's aims of using the OSCE to hinder NATO
expansion and of re-establishing its sphere of innuence, to borrow a relevant cold war
phrase. Regarding NATO expansion, on January 18, 1994 Foreign Minister Kozyrev
stated that the "Russian A m y 'should not leave those regions that have, for centuries,
constituted the Russian sphere of influence', specaing that not only the countries of the
C .I.S ., but equally the Baitic Republics constitute this 'vital region of interests for
i us si a.""" The Budapest proposal seeks to give the OSCE a central role in European

security, which is altematively defmed as king to "CO-ordinateefforts of both the statesparticipant and the regionai securîty structures - NATO, NACC, the EU, the W U , the
Council of Europe and the C I S , " ~or~ to ensure the "conpnUty and closer interaction of
the CSCE with NATO, the EU, WEU or the C I S . " ~NO
~ matter, Ushakov makes it clear
that strengthening the OSCE is regarded by Russia as a means to eliminate the need for
NATO expansion: "nius, the expansion of NATO does not seem to be fatally
inevitable."24

'

It is interesthg to take note of the fact that Ushakov7spresentation is written with
the benefit of hindsight, in that it was delivered afier Russia had received feedback from
its Program for lmproving Effectiveness of the CSCE, which was submitted in
prepmtion for the Budapest summit. In the aforementioned document, Russia had
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outlined its idea for establishing an "Executive Cornmittee" for the OSCE.

This

suggestion has led people like Adam Rotfeld and Vladimir Baranovsky to label the
proposed Russian organisation a "mini-UN," and to condemn it for king based on
"irreconcilable" concepts.242Specifically, Rotfeld states the following:
Let us be clear: quaiitatively enhancing the operation of the
CSCE, on the one hand, and the demand by the 53 states
(as proposed by the Russian document) to maintain the
cornemus d e in decision-making, on the other hand, are
irreconcilable (itaiics in ri gin al)."^
While Ushakov displays some contrition over the "slightly futunstic character" of the
security councii aspect of the proposal, he nonetheless makes it clear that Russia does not
regard the idea of a pseudo security council of the OSCE to be inherently contradictory
for an organisation based on equality and consensus.

The OSCE then, would become the primary CO-ordinatingorganisation in Europe.
Ushakov is carefid to avoid placing the OSCE in a hierarchy as such, suggesting instead
that the proposal aims at "congruity and closer interaction in the al1 European process"
and to sort out the "division of labour problem" especially as it pertains to "spheres of
~orn~etence."'~
Naturally, Russia's sphere of cornpetence would be in its former sphere
of influence.

This contributes greatly to an understanding of this statement of 28

February 1993 by Bons Yeltsin: "1 believe the t h e has come for authoritative

"'
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"'

international organisations, including the UN, to gant Russia special powen as guarantor
of peace and stability in this region.""'

Yeltsin continues, "Russia has a headelt interest

in stopping all armed codicts on the temtory of the former Soviet U n i ~ n . " ~
Russia
~
sees an opportunity to develop as a sort of regional hegemon once again should the OSCE
becorne the primary organisation of European security. Reafpolitik continues to drive
Russia7sinterests.

In the OSCE, Russia has a veto and retains a degree of prestige. The OSCE does
not have any hctional enforcement mechanisms (apart fiom the "soft" methods of
enforcernent such as international pressure already mentioned), and thus would have to

rely on regional organisations. Under this arrangement, NATO could remain a player in
western Europe, and Russia would continue to have influence in eastem Europe.
Furthemore, should Russia choose to intervene, the OSCE could lend the action
legitimacy. That, after dl, is what Yeltsin sought from the OSCE pnor to the Chechnya
debacle. Additionally, the third basket of the OSCE which was used to bludgeon the

g cold war c m be used by Russia to protect Russian minorities in
Soviet Union d u ~ the
former ~epublics."~Russia, it wouid seem, sees continued possibilities for the OSCE as
an organisation in which it might continue to play a hegemonic type of role. It should be
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manifestly obvious why the states of Central and eastem Europe are less than enamoured

with the notion.

Ln the irnmediate fiermath of the cold war, the countrïes of eastem Europe were
among the strongest supporters of the OSCE. ui fact, many of the governments even
"favored an expansion of the CSCE's authoiity and resources..."248

The eagerness of

these states, and most notably Czechoslovakia and Poland is manifested in their
successful lobbying to take an active part in the institutionalisation of the OSCE. The
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), also known as the Office
for Free Elections, was established in Warsaw. President Havel and Foreign Minister
Dienstbier were among the strongest supporters of CSCE and lobbied hard to secure
Prague as the home of the OSCE Secretariat. Perception of the OSCE, at least initidly, by
the eastem European countrïes, was that it would become the "main guarantor of
European ~ e c ~ t ~ . "At' *the
~ time, the role of NATO was expected to decline, and the
most likely organisation to fil1 the void was the OSCE. Poland, Czechoslovakia and
Hungary were al1 very active in proposing expanded new roles for the OSCE, and in

suggesting institutional reforms designed to give it greater power.

24g Richard Wei@ "Punuing Military Security," in Afker the Cold War: international Institutions
and State Strateeies in Euro~e.1989- 1991 ed. by Roben Keohane, Joseph Nye and Stanley Hoffmann.
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993): 346-7
ld9 Larrabee, 1 16

According to Richard Witz, there were several main reasons why the east
European goveniments were in favour of expanding the role of the OSCE. First, the

OSCE was based on equality of states, and during the Yugoslav cnsis the "east European
states had the greatest effect on the international response when the world community
dealt with the c o d i c t rnainly through the CS CE."**^ They Iater lost their voice when the

UN, EC and NATO stepped into the fi-ay. Second, the OSCE was the only security
institution which could link them to the United States, and provide a forum for discussion
with memben of NATO. Third, the OSCE could be called upon to conduct fact-fïnding

missions which neither France nor Russia would permit NATO to perform. Fourth, the

OSCE's "existence facilitated the east Europeans' campaign to weaken the WTO
[Warsaw Treaty ~rganisation]."~'
Moreover, once the WTO disbanded, the OSCE was
the only organisation which included the Soviet Union, thus preventing its isolation."
Final1y,
many east European officiais had been active dissidents
before 1989. They drew inspiration fiom the Helsinki
process during their struggle for human rights. Having
benefited so much fiom the CSCE before their revolutions,
they expected the institution to provide additional
advantages followuig the disappearance of the comrnunist
govemments that had thwarted the attainment of CSCE

Gradually, such ideaiism began to Wear thùi as the OSCE was confionted with situations
which were sirnply beyond its scope and capacity. Moreover, the enthusiasm of eastem
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states for the Organisation has been somewhat tempered in recent years by the change in
Russian attitude, and by the realisation that it is not as effective as they would have Iiked
in dealing with issues of "hard" security - ie. inîer alin Yugoslavia and Chechnya

The Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe failed miserably in its
attempts to handle the crisis in the former Yugoslavia; it simply did not and still does not

have the resources necessary to engage in what in essence is a rnilitary operation
concerned with "hard" security. The consensus d e , which has since been modified,
made it impossible to take action against (or in) a country; and even now, the
modification allows the Council to discuss a country without its consent (consensus

-

involved party), but not to take action. Mer witnessing the inability of the OSCE to deal
with the cnsis in Yugoslavia, not to mention Chechnya and the break-up of

Czechoslovakia, as well as the Russian "peacekeeping" operation in ~oldova~",the
states of eastem Europe began to exhibit doubts. Although the OSCE "has enjoyed some
success in providing non-threatening forums in which the Baltic states and Russia could
discuss bilateral issues such as the Pace of Russian force withdrawai and citizenship
questi~ns,"'~'as a guarantor of military security it is ineffe~tive.~' Eastern Europe did
not abandon the OSCE; it simply began to see its potential more reaiistically as an
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institution which could help to CO-ordinatethe realisation of other secluity objectives,
f k t among which is politicai stability.

Russia's proposais did not prevail at Budapest in 1994, and the OSCE did not preempt NATO, nor did it become a real player in issues of "hard" secmity. The political
significance of the debate and its outcornes are worth noting. First, a very contentious
debate over the fuhve role and utility of the OSCE was conducted within the established
structure, and the structure survived thereby demomtrating and in fact contributing to the
strength of the Organisation. Second, as demonstrated by the text of the Budapest
Declmtion and later that of the Lisbon Document, with the resolution of this debate the
OSCE became in essence 'one of many.' That is, it did not become the prirnary secuity
organisation in Europe, and it was not pennitted to adopt a "central role" as the Russians
had desired in coordinating matters of European security. Beginning with the Budawa
Declaration, OSCE texts emphasise the non-hierarchical nature of European security and
similarly describe the role of the OSCE within that architecture. Finally, the OSCE was
not given the capacity to exert itself in the area of b'hard'7security. Thus the path was set
for the role and utility of the OSCE to become in one sense marginalised by NATO.

At the same tirne, however, this "marginalisation" helped us to see the real

character of the OSCE and its real utility. In Deutsch's scheme, after the triurnph of
NATO, the OSCE becornes a part of an interlocking community of security, which,

although not yet a formal security community, has inclinations in that direction. The

OSCE is the prllnary organisation dealing with "soft" security issues, and the desire to
puMe "sofY7 security is best described by the Deutschian mode1 which relies upon
mutual responsiveness, compatibility of major values, and mutual predictability.

It is true that in the face of very real "hard" military security concems, and driven
by realpolitik, the states of eastern Europe placed increasing importance on acceding to

the NATO. The expansion of NATO was a very contentious debate, not only h m
Russia7sperspective, but also for the memben of NATO. The North Atlantic
Cooperation Council and the Partnership for Peace were fonned, and states in eastern
Europe were told that pnor to acceding to the NATO they would have to joui the Council
and the Partnership which would bring them closer to NATO, encourage dialogue, and,

essentially, build confidence and security. Quite simply, because NATO mernbership
was what they most strongly des*

and because these were fora were closely linked to

NATO and future NATO membership, Iinkage politics could be used very effectively
within their frameworks.

The CSCE developed because signatory states were able to l i n . issues and to
hold-out the possibility of concessions in negotiations surroundhg the most contentious
issue of the time: the division of temtory, influence and power in Europe. Following the
collapse of that post-cold war order, these issues re-surfaced. #en

it became clear,

following the sûuggle to determine whether NATO or the OSCE wouid play the preeminent role in European security, that NATO would be the only European security

organisation capable of providing "'hard'' security guarantees, the expansion of NATO
became the most contentious. Consequently, NATO expansion dso became the issue to
which both existing NATO members and Russia could most effectively link other issues

during negotiations to achieve their airns. It was not that the OSCE codd not be used
effectively as a forum for linkage politics and negotiation anymore, it was just that the

NACC and PfP oEered more effective fora due to the primacy of the issue of NATO
expansion. Thus the OSCE continued to play its same role, but its utility vis-à-vis "hard"
security issues was marginalised.

Despite cornpetition fiom other organisations, however, the OSCE is stiil the pre-

eminent forum for the discussing and acting upon "soft"security concerns. In the same
way that the OSCE lacks the mechanisms to deal with LLhard"
security concerns, the other

organisations in the European security architecture lack the OSCE's Office for
Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, its High Commissioner on National
Minorities, and other bodies, missions and experience.
The OSCE is now one of many security organisations in Europe which forms part
of a web of inter-locking security institutions with over-lapping membership.
Increasingly, the same language underpins al1 of these institutions. The text of NATO's
Madrid Declaration, for instance, refen to a "cornmitment to an undivided Europe," and
seeks "'pater integration and cooperation" towards a "vision of a just and lasting order

of peace for Europe as a whole based on human rights, &dom and democracy.""

The

Declaration enunciates the same principles of common security set forth in recent OSCE
summit declarations and other texts.

Moreover, these institutions increasingly refer to one another, acknowledging the
complementary nature of their efforts. The Budamst and Lisbon texts, among other

OSCE documents, pledge to build stronger links to NATO and other security
organisations. NATO documents such as the Madrid Declaration often reiterate that they
adhere to OSCE principles in conducting their mandate, and share the OSCE vision for
common security in Europe.

Comrnitments are made in the Foundine: Act between NATO and the Russian
Federation, in which Russia and NATO proceed fiom the OSCE principle that "the
security of al1 states in the Euro-Atlantic comrnunity is indivisible.""'

The Act in

establishing another structure and fomm for cooperation and consultation, the NATORussia Permanent Joint Council (PJC), emphasises that NATO and Russia, separately and
together as well as through the PJC will continue work with NATO and the OSCE to
ensure that the OSCE principles of cornrnon, cooperative and comprehensive security are
upheld. By strengthening the links among organisations and their members, by
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increasing the opportmities for cooperation and meetings, confidence and security are

enhanced.

Conclusion
Shce its establishment with the signing of the Helsinki Accords August 1, 1975,
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and its successor, the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe, h a .played a significant role in

European security. Since its inception, the OSCE has remained the only security
institution to encompass all of the states of a very broadly defined "Europe" h m
Vancouver to Vladivostock. During the cold war, the OSCE was the only security
institution in which both East and West were members. In recent years, the OSCE has
become increasingly involved and structured to provide early waming of potential
conflicts, conflict prevention, crisis management and post-conflict rehabilitation in
Europe by means of arms control, preventive diplomacy, coddence- and securitybuilding measures, human rights, election monitoring and economic and environmental

~ec,ty.~'~

In spite of the apparent primacy of its role in many of the "sofl" security areas,
very little has been written about the OSCE, apart fiom intemal publications. Few have
examined and questioned the past, present, future and desired roles of the OSCE within

the European security architecture. For the most part, it has been left to the OSCE to
reflect upon its role, and in doing so, it has tended to descnbe itself and its role within the
framework provided by existing theories in international relations literature. More ofien

than not, literahire about the OSCE lapses into the Ianguage of regime theory, which this
essay has concluded is misleading.

Even if a common and cooperative security regime has not yet arisen in Europe, it
is certainiy the stated goal of the key acton. The Foundine. Act promises that NATO and
Russia will act in such a way as to "enhance each other's secwity and that of d l nations

in the Euro-Atlantic area and diminish the security of n ~ n e . " ' ~As U.S. President Bill
Clinton said on the occasion of the signing of the Founding Act in Paris on May 27,
1997:

We establish this partnership because we are determined to
create a hture in which European security is not a zero-sum
game where NATO's gain is Russia's loss, and Russia's
strength is our alliance's weakness. That is old thinking;
these are new times. Together, we m u t build a new
Europe in which every nation is fke and every fkee nation
joins in strengthening the peace and stability for alLz6'
Thucydides is replaced by common secUnty, at least in rhetonc. Although the web of

-

inter-locking institutions, of which the OSCE is one, may contribute towards the building
a common and comprehensive security order in Europe, that has yet to be achieved and is
a subject which cannot be explored here.
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Increasingly, a cornmon langua%e is king used to describe the aims and
intentions of the various security institutions in this interlocking web, and much of that
language is, if not borrowed fiom, at least strongly similar to and reminiscent of, the
language of the OSCE. W i t h this interlocking web of security institutions, the OSCE
retains pre-eminence in dealing with "'soft" security concems, as the only entity with the
mechanisms in place to do so. Deutsch's model of the conditions smunding security
communities may not be best for examining al1 aspects of the European security
architecture; it must certainly be acknowledged that many of the dynamics of the "hard"
s e c m issues and relationship may be better explained by regime and other theones.

Nonetheless, many security issues in the "new" Europe are "soi?" issues, and the
OSCE provides an important forum and mechanisms to deal with them. The OSCE has
played and continues to play an important role in bringing issues of "soft" security to the
fore, and in working towards their resolution. Thus, to understand the particular role of
the OSCE within the European s e c m architecture, Deutsch's more optimistic model
based on the promotion of "soft" security conditions such as mutual responsiveness,
compatibility of major values and mutual predictability of behaviour is more appropriate
and of greater use. While it certainly has not created what Deutsch would consider a

security comrnunity, the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe has
contributed towards the establishment and strengthening of many of the conditions which
Deutsch descnbes. Whether this will ultimately result in the formation of a secwity
community is uncertain. It has, however, strengthened and improved security in Europe
and continues to do so, even if it is "on the margins" of "hard" security.

This essay has sought to take a step back, and to provide the beginnings of an
extemal examination of the OSCE and its predecessor, the CSCE. The thesis establishes
that the OSCE c m be looked at otherwise by relying on earlier writings and theories,
especially those of Karl Deutsch on the subject of security communities, and, more
particuiarly, the conditions under which security communities can be formed.

More than regime theory, Deutsch's model is imbued with an optimism and
idealism which aptly descnbes the intentions of the OSCE, and is better suited to help us
to understand the role which the OSCE plays in the broader, "soft" secunty areas. Using
Deutsch's theories to examine the OSCE, one cannot readily conclude that the OSCE is
rnargmalised in European security. Indeed, Deutsch's model suggests that the OSCE can
and does play an important role in fostering the conditions of munial responsiveness,

mutual predictability, and cornmon values goals among states which are conducive to
establishing an expectation of peacefid change and an absence of war.

Regime theory can certainly be used to enhance our understanding of some
aspects of the intemal functioning of the OSCE, its offices, mechanisms and bodies. But
Deutsch's theory provides the best understanding of the whole of the OSCE, its role,
drive and aspirations. Regime theory remains usehi in its contribution to our
understanding of the OSCE, but in and of itself it does not provide a satisfactory
explanation for the "sneaking-up" of the institutionalisation and even the success of the
CSCE / OSCE.

What is quite clear, if nothing else, is that a great deal more work needs to be

done to detennine how the OSCE will have to change in fiiture to continue to play an
important role in European security as the ody organisation which encompasses Russia,
Europe and North Arnenca in a single structure reflecting a common concem for secwity

and which contributes towards that security.

Appendix 1
Deutsch 's Essential Conditions for Security Communities
Deutsch cites the following nine essential conditions for an amalgamated security
community in Section C, 6 of Politicai Community and North Atlantic Area:

Munial compatibility of main values;
A distinctive way of Me;
Expectations of stronger economic ties or gains;
A marked increase in political and administrative capabilities of at least some
participating tmits;
Superior economic growth on the part of at least some participating units;
Unbroken links of social communication, both geographically between
temtories and sociologically between different social strata;
A broadening of the political elite;
Mobility of persons, at least among the politically relevant strata; and
A mdtiplicity of ranges of communications and transactions.
A M e r three conditions may be essentid according to Deutsch:
1. A compensation of flows of communications and transactions;
2. A not too infiequent interchange of group roles; and

3. Considerable mutual predictability of behaviour.

Appendix II
Signatories of the Helsinki Final Act
Original Signatories, August 1, 1975

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Austria
Belgium
Butgaria
Canada
Cypms
~zechoslovakia'
Denmark
8. Finland
9. France
10. The German Democratic Republicn
1 1, The Federal Republic of Germany
12. Greece
13. Holy See
14. Hungary
1S. Iceland
16. ireland
17. Italy
18. Liechtenstein
19. Luxembourg
20. Malta
2 1. Monaco
22. Netherlands
23. Norway
24. Poland
25. Portugal
26. Romania
27. San Marino
28. Spain
29. Sweden
30. Switzerland
3 1. Turkey
32. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics"
33. United Kingdom
34. United States of Amerka

35.Yugoslaviaw
Recent Signatories
1. Afbania
19 Jwie 1991
25 April 1996
2.Andom
3. Armenia
30 January 1992
4. Azerbaijan 30 January 1992
5 . Belanis
30 January 1992
6. Bosnia and Henegovina -30 April 1992
7. Croatia
24 March 1992
8. Estonia
10 September 1991
9. Georgia
24 March 1992
30 January 1992
10.Kazaksm
11.K30 January 1992
10 September 1991
12. Latvia
13. Lithuania
10 September 1991
14. Moldova
30 January 1992
15. Slovenia
24 Mach t 992
30 January 1992
16.Tajikistan
17. Turimenisian30 January 1992
18. Ukraine
30 Ianuary 1992
19. Uzbekistan 30 January 1992

-

Observer Status

-

1. Macedonia
12 October 1995
Total: 55 (See notes 1 and II)
Partners for Cooperation

1. lapan
2. Korea
3. AIgeria
4. Egypt
5. Israel
6 . Morocco
7. Tunisia

1

Since 1 January 1993, the Czech
Republic and the Slovak Republic are
separate signatories
Since unification in t 990,
Germany has a single representative.
The Russian Federation became
the successor state of the USSR

IV Y u p l a v i a (Serbia and Montenegro) has
been suspended since 8 July 1992.

Appendix III
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Source: http://www.osceprag.c~zimt/o/organa/organix.
htrn

Appendix IV
The OSCE and European Organlzatlons

Source: http:/Auww.oscepmg.~J~1foî$actactslkeborgs.ttrm
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